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on  1 January 2018, the UAE entered a new era with the implementation of VAT as 
the UAE and Saudi Arabia joined over 160 other countries who already have a 
VAT system in place. We have been very fortunate to be able to interview His 
Excellency Abdulrahman Saleh Al Saleh, the Director General of the Department 

of Finance (DoF) for this issue. The DoF has responsibility for overseeing all the Dubai 
Government’s financial and accounting affairs and were also part of the lead team which 
oversaw the implementation of the new UAE VAT system. Therefore, it has been particu-
larly interesting to hear His Excellency’s views on the subject, given his organisation’s 
frontline perspective. He explains that one of the biggest challenges the DoF faced when 
working on VAT implementation was to create awareness of the new system, especially as 
VAT is a tax borne by the end consumer who may be less sophisticated. 

We have decided as a result to assist with spreading that awareness by dedicating this 
issue to VAT. Although international companies will be used to dealing with VAT in other 
jurisdictions (and the UAE’s new VAT system has been based on both the EU system and 
the Malaysian GST regime) there are differences businesses here need to be aware of 
which we highlight in this issue, along with the transitional regime which has been put in 
place until the other GCC states also bring in VAT. 

It is important businesses understand these differences and exactly what needs to be 
done as VAT has also brought with it a penalty regime for a whole host of infractions 
starting with failure to register and moving on to inaccurate recording as well as other 
areas such as timely payment and returns. As His Excellency notes a change of culture 
is needed.

It is worth noting too that we are at the start of the journey with VAT even though legisla-
tion and regulatory announcements have been coming thick and fast recently. His Excel-
lency believes there will be continous development in terms of tax rates and activities 
which will lead to improvements in the new system. This is why commentators are already 
warning businesses that VAT is an area where they will need to keep continually monitor-
ing the latest guidance, their turnover and the VAT impact of any changes to the types 
of products and services they supply. With some goods zero-rated understanding the 
exact nature and categorisation of your various products and services is key. Despite the 
UAE Tax Authorities undertaking an impressive awareness campaign in the lead up to the 
introduction, businesses may still have a lot of questions as they tackle the practicalities 
of the new system for the first time. Accuracy, clear analysis, good decision making and 
taking the right professional advice will all be needed by those potentially impacted by 
VAT in the UAE, particularly given the potential penalties.

New Era, New Culture

Justice Dr Jamal Al Sumaiti
Director General, DJI

ADVISING GloBAl INVESToRS oN UAE lEGAl BEST PRACTICE
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2018 marks 100 years since the birth of Sheikh Zayed Bin 
Sultan Al Nahyan, the first President and founder of the 
UAE and as a result is being designated the Year of Zayed. 
The aim of this year is not just to commemorate the work of 

a great man but also to instil the values of tolerance, progression, 
charity, environmentalism and leadership he promoted. 

As a child growing up in the UAE in the 1970s Sheikh Zayed’s 
pictures were all around, even in our school books and we learnt 
too about his work and achievements. 

TOlErANCE
In particular, we heard about his tolerance and dream of co-existence 
– and his respect for all religions which meant the priests and nuns 
at St Joseph’s Cathedral in Abu Dhabi which I attended and ministers 
of other religions, were free to practice and support their communi-
ties, something which sadly isn’t possible even today in all countries. 

Sheikh Zayed had realised the UAE’s uniqueness lay in its ability 
to welcome different races, religions and cultures to the country, 
without the Emirates abandoning its own social and cultural 
identity. It was that spirit of respect and tolerance, visible even 
in those early days which helped the UAE develop into the strong 
diverse country it is today.

The Year of Zayed
It is a 100 years since the birth of the UAE’s founder Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan, 
and the UAE is honouring his achievements and highlighting his lessons for the next 
generation. Editorial Consultant, Claire Melvin who grew up in the UAE and saw the 
changes first hand, looks back on his contribution.

CONNECTiON wiTH THE pEOplE
Sheikh Zayed became the first President of the UAE in 
197 1 and held the role until his death in 2004, overseeing a 
period of what can only be described as seismic change for 
the country. 

As the UAE’s economy flourished under his rule, Sheikh Zayed 
was determined to make sure the whole population saw the 
benefits. 

As a result, he would check in on the needs of citizens by visiting 
their homes, attending occasions and he would talk to them to find 
out what they needed from him.

 Although he was one of the wealthiest men in the world, Sheikh 
Zayed also maintained a desire to help others. 

BUilDiNg iNDiViDUAlS
In the UAE, land grants were given which helped landless families 
and in 1971 he established the Abu Dhabi fund for development 
which channelled a slice of the UAE’s oil riches into 40 developing 
nations in the Arab world, Asia and Africa.

Sheikh Zayed believed that wealth was not about money but 
about men, and that it was his duty to build wealth so he could build 
individuals and to use it in the service of the nation.

ThE YEAr of ZAYED

http://www.emirateslaw.ae/
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SUppOrT FOr wOmEN
From the very start, Sheikh Zayed’s desire and support of educa-
tion for all was visible too in the girls and boys you would see 
heading every day to all the newly built schools and the literacy 
classes he had established. 

He also supported women’s rights to work and once stated, 
‘Islam affords women their rightful status and encourages them 
to work in all sectors as long as they are afforded appropriate 
respect’.

HEAlTH SErViCE
like the founders of the National Health Service in the UK, his 
desire to give the UAE population access to the best quality health 
care regardless of their means, could also be seen, even in those 
early days, as new hospitals were built, staffed with the best 
trained staff from around the world and given the latest equip-
ment. 

THE grEEN lEgACY
However, probably the most visible of all Sheikh Zayed’s legacies 
was his desire for the UAE to be green. He supported the develop-
ment of agriculture in the Emirates and the planting and manual 
watering of 140 million little plants to curb desertifacation. 

Years later flying into 
Abu Dhabi after some 
years’ absence I was 
amazed to see all those 
little plants were now big 
trees, and the whole land-
scape had totally changed. 
The brown bare sand had 
been replaced by a carpet 
of green and I marvelled 
then at Sheikh Zayed’s 
vision, determination and 
legacy to the country. 

He was also the first head of state to be honoured with the 
World Wildlife Fund Golden Panda award and received a posthu-
mous award from the United Nations Environmental Program for 
his protection of native UAE animals such as the Dorcas Gazelle 
and Arabian oryx and for his work as a champion of Earth.

THE giFT OF DETErmiNATiON
As HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, ruler of Dubai 
and Vice President of the UAE, has noted, Sheikh Zayed instilled 
will power and determination in the people of the UAE, and the 
belief they were capable of being pioneers and of becoming one 
of the best countries in the world, a legacy which even today 
can be seen as a guiding principle of the UAE as it continues 
to innovate.

THE BEgiNNiNg
Sheikh Zayed was born into the Ban Yasi tribe in Abu Dhabi in 
1918. He took over the role of ruler of Abu Dhabi from his brother 
Shakhbut in 1966, after his brother’s lack of support for the 
development of the newly found oil reserves, led to the transfer 
of power to Zayed. 

Within a few days of his accession, it was clear Sheikh 
Zayed was a reformer. He had established a modern formal 
government with Ministries and Departments to push forward 

 necessary developments to underpin the country’s new 
economic potential.

BirTH OF A NATiON
Sheikh Zayed was also the principle driving force, along with 
Sheikh Rashid of Dubai in the establishment of the United Arab 
Emirates from the seven individual Trucial States, after the British 
stated they intended to withdraw their forces from the area. It was 
his aim that the UAE should operate as a Federation. 

The Constitution which came in initially in 1971 in draft form 
reflected Sheikh Zayed’s values in its aim to protect the rights and 
liberties of all the UAE’s citizens, provide a better life for them and 
promote prosperity and progress.

DEVElOpmENT OF THE gCC
Sheikh Zayed also saw the importance of wider regional coopera-
tion and supported the establishment of the GCC – and the signing 
of the Council Charter in Abu Dhabi in 1981.

iNFrASTrUCTUrE
From the start Sheikh Zayed had the vision to see that despite the 
wealth it was generating, oil was a finite resource and if the country 
was to flourish in the longer term, it would be necessary to also 

develop infrastructure 
and the manufactur-
ing sector. He oversaw 
the development of 
new airports, ports, 
bridges and roads and 
a national media, which 
have become founda-
tions of the country’s 
success and prosper-
ity today.

lESSONS FOr THE NEXT gENErATiON
All in all, quite a legacy to live up to – and the intention is that 2018, 
the Year of Zayed will provide an opportunity for a series of events 
and activities to take place both in the UAE and internationally 
(including far flung places such as China) to commemorate his work 
and showcase his legacy to the next generation. 

These events are being coordinated by the Founder’s office and 
local committees. The aim is to help to promote Sheikh Zayed’s 
values in innovative and creative ways, and as Sheikh Zayed did 
from the very start involve people of all ages, nationalities, faiths 
and  backgrounds. 

Claire melvin
publisher lexis middle East
claire.melvin@lexis.co.uk
lexis Nexis
Claire Melvin is the Editorial Consultant 
on Emirates law Business & Practice 
magazine. She also has responsibility for the 
development of content on the lexis Middle 
East online legal research service, and lexis 
Middle East book and magazine work. Having 
grown up in the UAE she has witnessed many 
changes in the country.
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ovErvIEw 
UAE vAT

reggie Mezu of Baker McKenzie habib Al Mulla gives an overview of 
how the UAE and Saudi Arabia, the first two GCC states to implement 

the Unified Gulf Cooperation Council value Added Tax framework 
Agreement, have tackled this issue.

Following the success of the GCC’s uniform Customs law, 
GCC member states have long been considering introduc-
ing a uniform Value Added Tax (VAT) across the region. 
In May 2017, the GCC member states finally agreed the 

Unified Gulf Cooperation Council Value Added Tax Framework 
Agreement would be the basis of the VAT regime which is to be 
introduced in the various GCC member states between 1 January 
2018 and 1 January 2019.

wHAT iS VAT?
VAT is a transaction-based tax levied on supplies of goods and 
services and imports and exports, due at each step in the supply 
chain, and the end consumer in principle ultimately bears the 
tax burden. As a result, VAT should be neutral for the respective 
businesses involved in the supply chain, as the obligation of each 
business in that chain should be to collect and remit the tax (which 
is calculated on the value added at the relevant business’ transfer 
point in the chain) to the GCC country’s tax office.

THE gCC ApprOACH
Each GCC member state is to introduce its own VAT legislation to 
implement VAT in its own territory, and this must conform with 
the agreement. 

The VAT system which the GCC has adopted is similar to that 
in the European Union and, as is the position there, GCC member 
states have some discretionary authority on certain supplies, 
mechanisms or sectors. 

However, the standard VAT rate in the GCC will be 5%, unless 
an exemption or zero rate is applicable. 

SAUDi AND THE UAE
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the UAE implemented their 
respective VAT regimes from 1 January 2018, but the other GCC 

member states (Bahrain, Qatar, Kuwait and oman) are expected to 
follow suit by January 2019, although Qatar has made an announce-
ment that it may not introduce VAT in the end. 

Saudi Arabia was first GCC country to publish its VAT law and 
its implementing regulations. 

In the UAE, the imposition of tax across all segments was a 
new concept, so the legislature there first had to publish a Federal 
Tax Procedures law (Federal law No. 7/2017), and then set up a 
Federal Tax Authority and outline the rights and obligations of 
the authority and taxpayers. 

UAE lEgiSlATiON
The UAE published its VAT law (Federal Decree-law No. 8/2017) 
at the end of 2017, and the executive regulations on the implemen-
tation of this law were published at the end of November 2017. 

The UAE Cabinet has also passed a number of Cabinet Deci-
sions covering areas including government administrative fees 
and fines and penalties for non-compliance with the rules. 

NEXT STEpS FOr BUSiNESSES iN THE UAE AND SAUDi
Registration deadlines have now passed for existing resident 
businesses in the UAE and Saudi Arabia which meet the relevant 
criteria, but there are a number of pertinent issues businesses 
have been contending with since 1 January 2018, particularly in 
relation to cross-border transactions. Some of the areas business-
es are grappling with include the treatment of imports, exports, 
transactions within and with free zones, intra GCC supplies, the 
position of non-residents who conduct business with (but not in) 
GCC implementing states, business acquisitions, and the practical 
demarcation between supplies which are exempt and zero rated.

plACE OF SUpplY
When it comes to VAT, the place of supply is fundamental in 

http://www.emirateslaw.ae/
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 determining the treatment of particular transactions, and the 
respective obligations of those who are involved in the transaction. 

Based on the GCC framework agreement, in the case of goods, 
the basic rule is that the place of supply is the location of the goods 
at the time the supply takes place. However, there are special rules 
covering the cross-border supply of goods, water and energy, and 
real estate.

SUpplY OF SErViCES
 However, In the case of services, the basic rule is that the place of 
supply is the supplier’s place of residence. There are also special 
rules for cross-border supplies of services between businesses, 
real estate related services and electronically supplied services.

impOrTS
Importers in the UAE will, if they are registered for VAT and meet 
certain conditions, need to account for VAT through a reverse 
charge mechanism. If the importers are not registered or do not 
meet the required conditions, they will need to pay the import VAT 
due at the time of import and will not be able to recover the import 
VAT if they are not registered. 

However, in the case of Saudi Arabia, the local customer, 
whether they are registered for VAT or not, must pay the VAT at 
the time of importation. If the local customer is registered, they 
may apply to the tax authority for approval to pay the import VAT 
through their tax return. The tax authority may grant approval for 
this if the importer meets certain requirements.

EXpOrTS
Exporters must also charge VAT on their export supplies, but in 
such cases the VAT charge will generally be zero rate. Registered 
companies can offset the tax charged on their expenses (called 
input tax) against the tax charged on their supplies (output tax), 

and any excess of input tax over output tax can be carried forward 
to subsequent tax periods for recovery in those periods. 

However, if a company’s supplies are only zero-rated supplies, 
the company may find that the amount of the excess recoverable 
tax will continuously increase. 

In this situation, the company should be able to make a request 
to the tax authority for a cash refund.

If a service is performed by a resident for a person who does 
not have a place of residence in Saudi Arabia or the UAE, then that 
service will be treated as a zero-rated supply in both countries. 
However, certain conditions (and those conditions are not exactly 
the same in the UAE as they are in Saudi Arabia) first need to be met. 

In addition, if a service is performed entirely outside the UAE 
or Saudi Arabia, the service will then be treated as an export in the 
UAE and Saudi Arabia.

iNTrA-gCC SUppliES
Supplies by a person who is registered for VAT in a GCC member 
state to another person who is registered in another member state 
are in principle not treated as exports and instead are accounted 
for by the recipient through a reverse charge. 

However, in cases where the recipient is not registered for 
VAT, the supplier may need to register in the recipient country 
and charge tax on its invoice, depending on the value of its annual 
supplies in that recipient country.

TrANSiTiONAl ApprOACH 
As a transitional step until the introduction of the Electronic 
Services System in all the GCC member states, the purchase 
of goods by a Saudi Arabia registered person from a person in 
another GCC member state will be treated as an import, and the 
supply of goods by a Saudi Arabia registered person to a person 
in another GCC member state will be treated as an export. 

http://www.emirateslaw.ae/
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Similarly, at present the UAE will also treat all exports of goods 
to Saudi Arabia as zero-rated exports.

NON-rESiDENTS
In addition, a company will be treated as resident for VAT purposes 
if it is legally registered in either Saudi Arabia or the UAE or if it 
has a fixed establishment in either country. The concepts of place 
of residence, place of establishment and fixed establishment are 
defined in the laws of these two countries.

However, non-residents are required to register for VAT, 
and charge VAT, if they make taxable supplies to persons who 
are not registered for VAT in Saudi Arabia or the UAE. There 
is no registration threshold in such circumstances, unlike the 
case for residents. 

Non-residents must also register within 30 days of making 
a relevant supply. 

In addition if non- residents make taxable supplies to regis-
tered persons, then they will not need to register because the 
registered recipients of the supplies will be able to account for 
the VAT through the reverse charge mechanism.

rEVErSE CHArgE
The reverse charge places the obligation to account for VAT on 
the customer rather than the supplier. 

When a reverse charge applies, the supplier does not charge 
VAT and the customer must instead declare the VAT due on its 
own VAT return as output VAT. 

However, in such cases the customer is able to recover the VAT 
due at the same time as input VAT. 

In such cases the customer can be viewed as making and 

receiving the supply at the same time. 
This means if the VAT is recoverable, the net VAT effect is zero 

and the reverse charge becomes a simple VAT accounting and 
reporting obligation.

FrEE ZONES AND DESigNATED ZONES
For VAT purposes, free zone companies are treated in the same 
way as other companies registered in the UAE which are outside 
the free zones. However, a key issue in such cases is whether the 
relevant free zone is listed as a ‘Designated Zone’. 

Designated Zones are generally treated as being outside of 
the UAE and the GCC for VAT purposes. There are also specific 
criteria which an area must meet to be classed as a Designated 
Zone. 

For example, a Designated Zone will need to be a specific 
fenced geographical area with security measures and Customs 
controls in place in order to monitor entries and exits of goods 
to and from the area. 

A list of Designated Zones has already been specified in 
Cabinet Decision No. 59/2017.

However, if a free zone company is not within a Designated 
Zone, it will be treated like any other company. Such companies, 
in effect, self-account for VAT on their imports, and charge VAT 
on their outward supply of goods. 

Their domestic supplies are also be subject to the standard 
5% VAT, and their exports are zero rated if they meet the 
required conditions. 

However, if a freezone company is within a Designated 
Zone, its imports of goods are not subject to VAT, and it is 
not required to charge VAT on its supplies of goods within the 

http://www.emirateslaw.ae/
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Designated Zone provided certain conditions are met. 
Businesses within Designated Zones are treated as being 

onshore in respect of supplies of certain services, and so the 
usual VAT rules apply to their services. 

rESTrUCTUriNg, mErgErS AND ACqUiSiTiONS
Another interesting point is that the sale of shares in a company 
is exempt from VAT, which means no VAT is due on the sale or 
purchase of shares in companies. 

In addition, in cases where business assets are transferred, the 
transfer of a whole or an independent part of a business to a VAT 
registered purchaser who will continue to operate the business is 
in principle outside the scope of VAT. 

However, in Saudi Arabia, parties also need to agree that such a 
business transfer is outside the scope of VAT and as a result they 
are not a VAT taxable transaction. 

CApiTAl EXpENDiTUrE
Businesses can also reclaim VAT paid on capital expenditure. 
However, in the UAE if that expenditure has been incurred on a 
‘capital asset’ then the input VAT may be recovered in the period 
incurred but adjusted over the useful life of that asset if the 
purchaser’s supplies are partially exempt from VAT, in accord-
ance with the formula which is specified in the VAT regulations. 

For this purpose, a capital asset is defined as a single item of 
expenditure amounting to 5 million AED or more (excluding tax) 
on which tax is payable and which has a useful life which exceeds 
10 years in the case of a building or five years in the case of other 
assets. 

It is worth noting that in Saudi Arabia, capital assets are as 
defined in the GCC framework agreement. 

They are defined as assets that form part of business assets for 
the long term use for operations or as an investment. 

In such cases, the relevant periods are the actual useful 
life of the asset or, if higher, six years in the case of moveable 
tangible or intangible assets and 10 years in the case of 
immoveable tangible assets which are permanently attached 
to land or real estate. 

DiSpUTE rESOlUTiON
Those who disagree with a tax assessment which has been issued 
by the UAE tax authority will have 20 days from the date of the 
notification of the assessment to request the tax authority to 
re-consider their assessment. 

However, they will also need to pay the tax assessed before the 
assessment can be considered. 

reggie mezu
Tax Counsel
reggie.mezu@bakermckenzie.com
Baker mckenzie Habib Al mulla
Reggie Mezu is a Chartered Accountant, a UK 
Chartered Tax Adviser and a solicitor admitted 
in the UK. He has lived and worked in the 
UK, Nigeria, Singapore, the Netherlands and 
the UAE. His work focuses on corporate tax and 
indirect tax and he has practised tax for nearly 
30 years, including 15 years in the UAE. Since 
2 January 2017 he has been based in the UAE, 
assisting companies with their VAT compliance. 

If they are still not satisfied with the outcome of the consider-
ation, they will then have 20 days from that point to appeal to the 
Tax Disputes Resolution Committee. 

Thereafter, they then have 20 days from the Tax Disputes 
Resolution Committee’s decision to make an appeal to the UAE 
Courts. 

In the case of Saudi Arabia, the process is the same as that 
applicable under the Saudi Arabia Income Tax law. 

However, its Minister may establish a mediation procedure for 
the tax authority and taxpayer to resolve disputes if they consent 
to the use of such a procedure. 

ADVANCE BiNDiNg rUliNgS
In the UAE there is currently no formal process for tax payers to 
obtain binding advance rulings under the law. 

However, in Saudi Arabia, the position is a little different and as 
is the case in some other jurisdictions it is possible for a taxpayer, 
on request to obtain advance rulings from the tax authority on the 
interpretation of how the law or regulations apply to their current 
or intended economic activities. 

Any such requests should specify whether the ruling is to be 
public or private, although public rulings will be published elec-
tronically without disclosing the tax payer’s details. 

The Saudi Arabia tax authority can also at its discretion issue a 
ruling to the tax payer. The authority can also issue a public ruling 
at its discretion to provide guidance on the application of the law 
or regulations.

THE YEAr AHEAD
From a VAT perspective, 2018 is going to be a busy year for busi-
nesses operating in the GCC as they will need to focus on the stra-
tegic and practical implications of the new VAT regime.

Thoroughly understanding the potential impact of VAT on the 
operating model of their business will be the key to successfully 
managing VAT on an ongoing basis. 

It is worth noting that every transaction (whether with third 
parties or even inter-company transactions), every invoice and 
every payment is likely to have a VAT consequence. However, 
having the right processes and controls in place, which are able to 
adequately respond to the VAT consequences, will help businesses 
manage their VAT risk and adapt to the new regime. 

“Another interesting point 
is that the sale of shares in a 
company is exempt from vAT 
which means that no vAT is 
due on the sale or purchase of 
shares in a company.”
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Federal Decree-Law No. 7/2017
this law covers tax procedures in the UAe and excise tax.

GCC Value Added Tax Framework Agreement
this agreement which is also known as the Unified GCC 
Agreement has established a VAt framework for the six GCC 
member states.

Federal Decree Law No. 8/2017
this law was passed to implement the Unified GCC 
Agreement in the UAe

GCC Common Customs Law
this law unified customs procedures for all customs 
administrations in the GCC.

Cabinet Decision No. 40/2017
this law details administrative penalties for the VAt law, 
tax procedure law and excise tax law.

Cabinet Decision No. 59/2017
this law contains a list of Designated Zones for VAt 
purposes.

Key LeGISLATIoN
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“on 1 January 2018, VAT was introduced in the UAE,” Anna 
Burchner of CMS explains. “Its introduction followed 
Members of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) signing 
the Gulf Cooperation Council Value Added Tax Framework 

Agreement, or Unified GCC Agreement as part of a programme 
aimed at increasing revenues in the region and easing dependence 
on oil.”

“VAT is intended to be a consumer tax, i.e. tax neutral to busi-
nesses,” Alexandra Tuck of CMS adds. “We understand that the 
UAE government will use the funds raised from the introduction 
of VAT to fund development projects, intended to boost several 
industries. It is estimated that the UAE will generate 12 billion AED 
worth of revenue in the first year, which should in turn boost the 
country’s GDP growth.”

TAX lAw FrAmEwOrk
“The UAE already had a tax framework in place which covers 
the new tax. Tax procedures in the UAE are governed by Federal 
Decree-law No. 7/2017 and its accompanying Executive Regula-
tions,” says laura Whiteley of CMS. 

“This law covers excise tax, which was introduced in Dubai on 1 
october 2017 but also paved the way for the introduction of VAT. 
Excise tax is only applied to certain goods and its imposition is 
policy driven. Generally it is applied to goods that are deemed to 
be bad for society, such as tobacco, alcohol, confectionary, soft 
drinks and fast food. Excise tax rates in the UAE currently range 
between 50-100%.”

“For example, excise tax is applied at a rate of 50 % on carbon-
ated drinks, and 100 % on energy drinks and tobacco products,” 
Franco Grilli of Galadari Advocates & legal Consultants adds.

“The Excise Tax law has a two-fold benefit as it encourages a 
reduction in the consumption of unhealthy and harmful products 
while also raising revenues for the government.”

mAiN VAT lAwS
“The Unified GCC Agreement established a VAT system frame-
work for the six Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries,” 
Anna Burchner of CMS continues.

“The UAE then passed Federal Decree-law No. 8/2017 on Value 
Added Tax to implement the Agreement. In addition, accompa-
nying Executive Regulations have been drawn up to set out key 
elements of the VAT regime,” Alexandra Tuck of CMS explains. 
“VAT then came into force in the UAE on 1 January 2018 at a 
standard rate of 5%.”

“At present, we do not expect any additional VAT legislation 
or regulations to be implemented in the UAE in the near future,” 
Anna Burcher of CMS adds. “However, as is the case with goods 
and services taxes implemented in other parts of the world, we do 
expect as the VAT system in the UAE develops, further Executive 
Regulations may be issued to clarify certain parts of the VAT law.”

“The UAE Ministry of Finance (MoF) has stated that the VAT 
rate was set deliberately low so that VAT would be a limited burden 
on consumers,” says Fraser Galloway of Winston & Strawn. “As the 
MoF is not currently considering implementing personal income 
taxes, it is possible indirect taxes such as VAT will rise if the UAE 
faces future budgetary pressures. However, we are not aware of 
any such plans at present.”

“The relatively low VAT rate will reduce the potential quantum 
of a VAT claim in the UAE compared to the same claim in a country 
with a higher VAT rate,” Galloway adds. “Therefore the costs of a 

claim will be more relevant in the UAE than in other countries in  a 
litigation context. Nonetheless, there are still nuances specific 
to the UAE, such as the rules on Designated Zones, which may 
lead to UAE specific legal challenges.”

“VAT is still to be implemented in other GCC member states and 
it will be interesting to see whether they replicate the UAE model 
or introduce significant deviations from the UAE approach,” Anna 
Burchner of CMS notes.

“VAT is not the only tax in the UAE with GCC origins,” Alexan-
dra Tuck of CMS adds. “Customs duties were also introduced in 
the UAE by the GCC’s Common Customs law. This law unified the 
customs procedures for all GCC countries’ customs administra-
tions and came into effect on 1 January 2003.”

DiFFErENCES wiTH OTHEr rEgimES
“one of the main differences between the UAE VAT regime and 
those found in other countries is that it has been introduced at a 
low standard rate (of 5%) compared to the EU VAT system,” laura 
Whiteley of CMS explains. “However, it does apply to a broader 
base of supplies. As the standard rate is very low, there are a 
limited number of exemptions and zero-rates available compared 
to, say, the EU VAT system. In taking this approach, the UAE has 
adopted a system which is closer to more modern VAT systems 
than the EU system.”

ZErO-rATiNg AND EXEmpTiONS
“In the UAE major household expenditures such as residential rent, 
education and healthcare services are either zero rated or exempt 
from VAT, which has been a relief to UAE residents,” says Franco 
Grilli of Galadari Advocates & legal Consultants.
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“Goods and services are given exempt status or zero-rated 
for two main reasons,” Grilli continues. “The first is public policy 
as certain goods or services are deemed necessary for the public 
at large rather than being a simple consumption which creates 
an ‘added value’ to the consumer. The second is Tax Territoriality 
under which principle VAT can only be imposed within the territory 
of the country imposing it. The choice between an exempt and zero 
rate regime is made to allow suppliers of certain ‘protected’ goods 
the possibility to deduct input VAT which would be available under 
the zero rated regime only.”

“The following categories of supplies are zero-rated (subject 
to certain conditions) in the UAE,” Grilli explains. “Exports of 
goods and services to outside the GCC (based on tax territorial-
ity); international transport services for passengers and goods; 
supplies of certain sea, air and land means of transportation; 
newly  constructed residential properties supplied for the first 
time within three years of their construction, and educational 
services and healthcare services have all been zero-rated for 
public policy reasons.”

“The only zero-rated supplies in the UAE which have not been 
given this status for either public policy or tax territoriality 
reasons are those relating to certain investment grade precious 
metals,” Grilli adds.

“In addition, the supply of some financial services (supply of 
money or monetary instruments are not goods or services but 
means to acquire the same), residential leases for periods longer 
than six months (for public policy reasons); and local passenger 
transport (also for public policy reasons), are exempt from VAT,” 
Grilli notes.

“leases and sales of newly constructed residential properties 
have also been categorised as a zero-rated instead of an exempt 
supply,” Grilli adds. “This allows property developers to recover 
input tax charged to them by suppliers during the construction 
of relevant properties.”

gCC ApprOACH
“The Unified GCC Agreement provides for a substantial amount 
of flexibility on local implementation of VAT by GCC countries,” 
Anna Burchner of CMS explains. “This reflects the GCC ‘s role 
in the region to provide a framework for cooperation between 
member states without fettering its members’ ability to 
manage their tax affairs domestically.”

“So far, only the UAE and Saudi Arabia have introduced VAT 
in the region (both countries introduced VAT on 1 January 2018),” 
Alexandra Tuck of CMS states. “There are significant differ-
ences between the VAT systems which these two countries have 
adopted. For example, in the UAE, the first supply of residential 
property is zero-rated to allow developers to recover VAT costs 
incurred in the development. However, in Saudi Arabia, all supplies 
of residential property are zero-rated. In addition, the supply of 
oil and gas in Saudi Arabia is standard rated, while in the UAE it 
is exempt.”

“At present, implementation in other GCC member states has 
been delayed,” laura Whiteley of CMS explains. “We understand 
that Bahrain intends to implement VAT in late 2018, with Kuwait 
and oman following in 2019. Although, it is currently uncertain if 
VAT will be implemented at all in Qatar.”

“The supply of financial services in a number of goods and 
services tax systems are VAT exempt, so the supplier rather than 
the end customer bears the VAT cost,” Anna Burchner of CMS 

explains “However, in the VAT systems introduced in the UAE and 
Saudi Arabia where a fee is charged for the supply of a financial 
service, for example a credit card, the supply is standard rated 
which means the cost of the VAT is borne by the end consumer.”

mOVEmENT OF gOODS iN THE gCC
“Article 71 of the GCC VAT Agreement states that an Electronic 
Service System (ESS) will be put in place by each implementing 
state to facilitate the smooth movement of goods, transactions 
and tax information between the GCC countries, when VAT is 
fully implemented,” Franco Grilli of Galadari Advocates & legal 
Consultants adds.

“In accordance with this requirement, the Saudi Arabian VAT 
law Implementing Regulations specify that before the introduc-
tion of ESS in all member states, transactions between Saudi 
Arabia and other GCC countries will be dealt with as if they were 
with a non-GCC country and so export and import provisions with 
non-GCC countries shall apply (see Article 79(7) of Saudi  Arabian 
VAT law Implementing Regulations).”

“Similarly, Article 70(15) of Executive Regulations of the UAE 
VAT law have stated that a GCC state will be treated as an imple-
menting state only if that GCC state is also going to treat the UAE 
as an implementing state and there is full compliance with the GCC 
VAT agreement,” Grilli continues. “As the ESS has not been estab-
lished yet, at present Saudi Arabia treats the  UAE as a non-GCC 
country and Saudi  Arabia is not treated as an implementing state 
under UAE VAT law.” 

“This means during the transitional period, UAE VAT taxable 
persons treat their export of goods from the UAE to Saudi Arabia 
as non-GCC export of goods at zero- rate,” Grilli states.
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“In addition, when it comes to goods acquired from Saudi Arabia 
into the UAE, UAE VAT law treats goods from an implementing 
state and imports from outside the GCC in a similar manner,” Grilli 
notes. “The imported goods are then subject to VAT by the UAE 
using a reverse charge mechanism if the recipient in the UAE is a 
UAE VAT taxable person. When the necessary domestic legisla-
tion has been implemented by the other GCC states (e.g. Bahrain, 
oman and Kuwait) and ESS is established (for Saudi Arabia and 
other GCC states), the process will change.” 

“At that point when there is an export of goods to a VAT regis-
tered business in one of the implementing states, the place of 
supply will be the recipient’s state and VAT will be applied by 
the recipient state’s VAT authority,” Grilli continues. “However, 
if there is an export of goods to an unregistered recipient in an 
implementing state, and the total amount of the exports by the 
UAE supplier does not cause the recipient’s mandatory registra-
tion threshold to be reached in the recipient’s implementing state, 
the place of supply would be the UAE and UAE VAT would be due. 
If the total amount of the exports by the UAE supplier does cause 
the recipient’s mandatory registration threshold to be exceeded, 
the place of supply will instead be the recipient’s state and VAT 
would be charged by the recipient state’s VAT authority.”

“The rules on import will then be as follows for imports by a 
person who is registered under UAE VAT, the place of supply will 
be the UAE and the recipient accounts for VAT under the reverse 
charge mechanism. However, where the import is by a person who 
is not registered under UAE VAT, the place of supply is the UAE and 
UAE VAT is applicable,” Grilli notes. 

“Companies which are unregistered for VAT are also required 
to follow standard customs procedures and pay VAT via the 

Government’s e-dirham online payment service on the Federal 
Tax Authority (FTA) website.”

“If however, the goods are being trans-shipped via the UAE to 
other GCC countries, place of supply is then not the UAE but UAE 
VAT is applicable,” Grilli adds. “The relevant input tax can then be 
claimed in the recipient’s implementing state.”

“There are also specific rules governing import and export of 
services between the UAE and the other implementing states,” 
Grilli states. “In the case of export of services from the UAE to 
an importer in another implementing state, the place of supply 
of services is the recipient’s implementing state and the service 
recipient accounts for VAT under the reverse charge mechanism. 
When a service is imported into UAE from a supplier registered in 
another implementing state, the place of supply becomes the UAE 
and UAE VAT is applicable under the reverse charge mechanism, 
There are also special rules which apply to place of supply rules 
with respect to installation, hotel, real estate, transport, telecom-
munications, sporting, educational or similar services.”

gCC implEmENTATiON SCHEDUlE
“Bahrain will be implementing VAT in october 2018,” Grilli states. 
“However, Kuwait and oman have deferred VAT implementation 
until 2019.  In addition, Qatar which also signed the GCC agreement 
has now announced that it will not implement VAT.  Due to the 
current political situation between Qatar and other GCC coun-
tries, it is hard to say with any certainty what the ramifications 
of its decision not to implement VAT now will be. In cases where 
the GCC states have not yet introduced VAT locally (e.g. Bahrain, 
Kuwait and oman), the states are treated as non-GCC countries 
for the purposes of VAT application until they have implemented 
a domestic VAT system as set out in the GCC VAT Agreement.”

FrEE ZONE pOSiTiON
“The general rule is that VAT is payable on imports into the UAE,” 
explains Galloway of Winston & Strawn. “However, the Cabinet 
has the power to determine that certain areas within the UAE 
which meet specific criteria are classed as Designated Zones. 
Designated Zones are considered to be outside the UAE for the 
purposes of VAT chargeable on the supply of goods. Therefore, 
VAT is not chargeable on the import of goods into a Designated 
Zone from outside the UAE.”

“The criteria are that the Designated Zone is a specific fenced 
geographic area and has security measures and customs controls 
in place to monitor entry and exit of individuals and movement of 
goods to and from the area,” Galloway adds. “Designated Zones 
need to have internal procedures on the method of keeping, 
storing and processing of goods. The operator of the Designat-
ed Zone must also comply with procedures set by the Federal 
Tax Authority (FTA). Some but not all UAE free  zones have been 
specified as a Designated Zone as a result of these conditions. 
In Cabinet Decision No. 59/2017, the Cabinet set out an initial list 
of 20 Designated Zones, including Abu Dhabi Airport Free Zone, 
Jebel Ali Free Zone and Hamriyah Free Zone.”

prACTiCAl CHAllENgES
“Clearly, businesses have had to spend time and resources famil-
iarising themselves with the new UAE VAT regime and their compli-
ance obligations,” Alexandra Tuck of CMS notes. 

“Many prudent businesses will have also spent money on 
professional legal and/or financial advice, and/or  have  recruited 
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and/or trained new employees, so they have put in place robust 
VAT implementation and compliance plans for their business.”

“All Dubai resident businesses with turnover of over 375,000 
AED in the 12 months prior to 1 January 2018 should have regis-
tered for VAT by 4 December 2017, “ laura Whiteley of CMS 
notes. “However, some businesses have faced issues meeting the 
deadline, which has delayed them in obtaining VAT registration. 
Unfortunately, this may result in them facing  Federal Tax Author-
ity fines, although, as far as we are aware, to date no penalties 
have been issued.”

“one area which has taken up substantial amounts of time for UAE 
businesses has been contract review, “Anna Burchner of CMS contin-
ues. “Businesses may have had to review contracts entered into before 
1 Jan 2018, with potential obligations post 1 January 2018. The concern 
with pre 1 January 2018 contracts under which supplies are made on 
or after 1 January 2018, is the value of the contract is deemed to be 
VAT inclusive and in  such cases a supplier has no right to charge VAT 
in addition to the cost of the supply, meaning  the supplier bears the 
VAT cost,” Alexandra Tuck adds. “We recommend reviewing all existing 
contracts make certain on VAT position and businesses should consider 
renegotiation or variations, if  required.  It is unlikely contracts will 
provide for the supplier to charge for VAT and provide  VAT invoices. 
To ensure VAT recovery going forward, businesses will need to take 
care when complying with the requirement to clearly show prices as 
VAT exclusive and ensure they have specific VAT clauses in contracts.”

“Many businesses may also face cash flow management difficul-
ties, as they will have to pay VAT to the Federal Tax Authority on 
invoicing,  not on receipt of the cash from the customer, so there 
may be issues if customers delay payment or there are extended 
credit terms,” laura Whiteley of CMS explains.

“other business challenges will include updating internal 
systems and notifying customers to ensure VAT is charged 
 correctly and the supplier does not face a costly VAT bill,” Galloway 
notes.

ACCOUNTiNg prOCESSES
“Businesses also need to have formal account-
ing, financial, technology and operations proce-
dures in place, in order to be VAT compliant,” 
Anna Burchner of CMS notes. “Suppliers will be 
required to raise invoices within 14 days of the 
date of supply and meet a number of VAT compli-
ance requirements on an ongoing basis.”

“There are also other prescriptive require-
ments involving details on invoices, which are 
needed to enable businesses to recover VAT.”

“Businesses should be prepared to be audited 
by the Federal Tax Authority at any time, which 
means all paperwork must be in order and kept 
for at least five years. Non-compliance with the 
VAT law for areas including failure to register, 
failure to submit tax returns and tax evasion will 
result in penalties,” Alexandra Tuck of CMS adds. 

pENAlTY rEgimE
“Cabinet Decision No. 40/2017 covers violations 
of Federal law No. 8/2017 (the VAT law), Federal  
law No. 7/2017 (the Tax Procedures law) and  
Federal Decree-law No. 7/2017 (the Excise Tax 
law),” explains Franco Grilli of Galadari Advo-
cates & legal Consultants. “Within this Cabinet 

Decision are a number of administrative penalties for key violations 
of the VAT law.  For example, a taxable person who fails to issue a 
tax invoice or alternate document when making any supply is fined 
5,000 AED for each tax invoice or alternative document.”

“In addition, a 20,000 AED  fine is levied on those who fail to 
submit their VAT registration application within the time limits 
specified within the law,” Grilli adds. “There are also fines for 
those who do not submit their tax returns within the necessary 
time limits.   A fine of 1,000 AED can be levied for a first offence 
but this increases to 2,000 AED for a repeat offence within 
24 months.”

“There are other tax return offences and penalties too,” Grilli 
continues. “For example, those who submit an incorrect tax return 
are fined 3,000 AED for a first offence and  5,000 AED for a repeat 
offence. In addition a percentage based penalty (50%, 30% or 
5%) is applied to the amount of unpaid tax. There are also fines 
levied on a taxable person who fails to voluntarily disclose errors 
in their taxable returns. once again 3,000 AED is charged on a 
first offence, 5,000 AED for repeat offences but there is also a 
50% charge of the amount unpaid to the authority as a result of 
the error resulting in a tax benefit.”

“other penalties found in Cabinet Decision No. 40/2017 include 
a 15,000 AED fine for failure to display prices inclusive of VAT,”  
Grilli explains. “There is also a fine of either 50,000 AED or 50% of 
the tax (whichever is higher) for failure to comply with conditions 
and procedures for keeping goods in a designated zone or moving 
them to another designated zone. Finally, a taxable person who 
fails to issue the tax invoice or an alternate document when making 
a supply can be fined 5,000 AED for each missing tax invoice or 
alternate document.”

rEgUlATOrY ENFOrCEmENT
“In January 2018, 27 fines were issued under the new VAT 
law and 15 shops in Abu Dhabi were shut down for unjustifi-
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ably hiking the prices of goods after the introduction of the 
VAT,” Grilli adds. “Although this shows the UAE authorities 
are taking compliance seriously, the Federal Tax Authority 
has also shown some leniency, as in January it extended the 
deadline for filing the first VAT returns in order to ease the 
compliance pressure for companies. It appears that the UAE 
authorities are taking rigid steps to impose penalties in order 
to curb tax violations.  However, the UAE authorities may also 
operate  with leniency in certain circumstances due to the 
novelty of VAT regime.”

AppEAlS
“Any person can object to a Federal Tax Authority (FTA) 
decision,” explains Galloway. “The first step is that the person 
requests the FTA to reconsider their decision. Such requests 
have to be made within 20 business days from the date the 
person was notified of the original FTA decision. The FTA then 
has 20 business days from receipt of such an application to 
provide its revised decision. If the person is not satisfied with 
the revised decision, they can then object to the Tax Disputes 
Resolution Committee.”

“objections to the Committee should be submitted within 
20 business days from the date the person was notified of the 
FTA’s revised decision,” Galloway continues. “However, the 
person must pay all relevant taxes and penalties before making 
their objection. The Committee will typically be required to give 
its decision within a further 20  business days. As a final step, if 
the person is not then satisfied with the Committee decision, 
they may  challenge its decision before the competent court. In 
such cases the appeal must be made within 20 business days 
after the date the appellant was notified of the Committee’s 
decision.”

TAX HAVEN BlACkliST
“Until recently the UAE was one of the countries listed on an EU 
tax haven blacklist,” Galloway of Winston & Strawn explains.  “The 
EU criteria for the list of non-cooperative tax jurisdictions include 
‘Transparency’ which means the country should comply with inter-
national standards on exchange of information, and should have 
ratified the organisation for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
ment’s (oECD) multilateral convention or signed bilateral agree-
ments with all EU member states to facilitate this information 
exchange; ‘Fair Tax Competition’, which means the country should 
not have any harmful tax regimes, that  go against the principles 
of the EU’s Code of Conduct or the oECD’s Forum on Harmful Tax 
Practices (those that choose to have no or zero-rate corporate 
taxation have to ensure this does not encourage artificial offshore 
structures without real economic activity); and Base Erosion and 
Profit Shifting (BEPS) implementation, which means the country 
must have committed to implement the oECD’s BEPS minimum 
standards. “

“Therefore the EU will have considered other factors as well 
the UAE’s recent implementation of VAT in reaching its decision to 
remove the UAE from the list of non-cooperative tax jurisdictions.”

FUTUrE TAX plANS
“At present the UAE government has no plans to raise the VAT 
or excise tax rates in the near future,” Grilli notes. “The UAE is 
currently exploring other tax options, but it is highly unlikely that 
they will be introduced soon.” 
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vAT regimes

Uk
In the UK VAT is imposed at the 
standard rate of 20% on the taxable 
supply of most goods and services. 
However, a reduced rate of 5% 
applies in the case of domestic 
heating fuel and children’s car seats. 
In addition, most food, books and 
children’s clothing are zero-rated for 
VAT purposes. Certain supplies of 
goods and services, such as insur-
ance, postage stamps or services, 
and health services provided by 
doctors are also exempt from VAT. In 
the UK, a business must register for 
VAT if its annual taxable turnover is 
over £85,000.

Jurisdiction
 by Jurisdiction

VAt

Shiraz Khan of Al Tamimi & Company looks at the 
approach taken on vAT in different jurisdictions.

EU
The EU has standard rules on VAT but 
these rules may be applied differ-
ently in  each EU country. Each EU 
member country is responsible for 
settting its own VAT rates. For EU 
based companies VAT is chargeable 
on most sales and purchases within 
the EU.  VAT is not charged on exports 
to countries outside the EU. In this 
case VAT is paid in the country of 
import. Evidence is needed that the 
goods were exported to a country 
outside the EU.  
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UAE 
VAT was implemented in the UAE with effect from 1 January 
2018. It applies at the standard rate of 5% on the taxable 
supply of most goods and services made in the UAE and 
imports of goods and services in the Emirates. Exports of 
goods and services outside the GCC, international transpor-
tation, certain educational services, supply of medicine and 
medical equipment, supply of investment grade precious 
metals, first supply of residential real estate and essential 
healthcare services are all zero-rated. In addition, certain 
financial services, supplies of bare land, sale or lease of resi-
dential buildings and local passenger transport are exempt 
from VAT. In the UAE, a business must register if its total 
annual taxable turnover exceeds 375,000 AED.

SAUDi ArABiA 
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia implemented VAT with effect 
from 1 January 2018. VAT is imposed at the standard rate of 
5% on the taxable supply of most goods and services made 
in Saudi Arabia and imports of goods and services in the 
Kingdom. Exports of goods and services outside the GCC, 
international transportation, certain medicine and medical 
equipment and certain precious metals are all zero-rated. In 
addition, certain financial services and leases of residential 
real estate are exempt from VAT. In Saudi Arabia, a business 
must register, if the total annual taxable turnover exceeds 
375,000 SAR.
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 vAT: GCC CoMPArISoNS

1 January 2018, marked the implementation of Value Added 
Tax (VAT) in the first two GCC countries, after the sign-
ing of the UAE of Cabinet Decision No. 52/2017 on the 
Executive Regulations of Federal Decree-law No. 8/2017 

on Value Added Tax on 27 November 2017 and the passing of the 
Implementing Regulations to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia VAT 
law earlier in 2017. However, what makes matters more compli-
cated is that VAT will not be applied in the same way in all the 
GCC states. 

gCC STATES
All the GCC member states agreed to the Unified 
VAT Agreement in February 2017 in order to 
help supplement government income and 
enable the GCC to start moving away from 
predominantly oil-based economies. As 
an indirect tax ultimately paid by the 
consumer, VAT allows the collec-
tion of government revenue 
imposed on the value of 
imports and supplies of 
goods and services 
at each stage of 
production 
a n d 

distribution, includ-
ing on so-called ‘deemed 

supplies’. The GCC have agreed to 
implement VAT at a standard rate of 

5%, although the Unified VAT agree-
ment dictates what VAT can be charged 

on and which goods or services can be exempt. The Agreement 
also allows GCC states to decide on certain items which are 
either zero rated or VAT exempt. GCC states have discretion 
to decide their VAT treatment on the education, healthcare and 
real estate sectors, and provision of local transport.

VAT rATES
Firstly it is important to realise the difference between standard 
rated, exempt and zero-rated supplies. If a supply, whether goods or 
services, is taxable VAT must be charged on the value of the goods or 

services supplied and that VAT will be 
charged at the standard 5% rate unless 
the goods and services are exempt or zero-
rated. If goods or services are zero-rated, VAT 
is charged on the supply, but at a zero rate (i.e. at 

0 % ) . 
H o w e v e r, 

exempt supplies 
are goods or services 

which do not attract VAT at 
all. There is a distinction between 

zero-rated and exempt supplies, as 
suppliers of zero-rated supplies can claim input 

VAT (which is the VAT paid by the supplier to supply of 
the goods and services in the course of their business) while suppliers 
of exempt goods and services cannot claim input VAT.

Those which provide both exempt and standard or zero-rated 
supplies are unfortunately not able to recover all the input VAT 
they incur, as input VAT cannot be recovered when making exempt 
supplies. Therefore, some entities such as banks and insurers who 
make both types of supplies will have to apportion the input VAT 
in accordance with the revenues received from the exempt and 
standard rated services respectively. 

rEgiSTrATiON
In both the UAE and Saudi Arabia, VAT was implemented on 1 
January 2018, but deadlines for VAT registration differed. In the 
UAE businesses with an annual turnover over 150,000,000 AED, 

vAT: The UAE versus 
the Saudi way
John Peacock of BSA Ahmad Bin hezeem & Associates LLP 
considers the differing approaches being taken by the first two GCC 
states to implement vAT.
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had to apply for registration for VAT by the 31 october 2017 and 
there was a registration deadline of 30 November 2017, for those 
with annual turnover of less 150,000,000 AED but more than 
10,000,000 AED. All other businesses with turnover higher than 
the mandatory registration threshold of 375,000 AED had to apply 
for registration by 4 December 2017 so they were all registered 
by 1 January 2018.

The position in Saudi Arabia was different, as all business-
es with a turnover over 1,000,000 Riyals had to register by 
20 December 2017 and business with a turnover of less than 
1,000,000 Riyals but more than the mandatory registration 
threshold of 375,000 Riyals were only required to register for 
VAT by 20 December 2018. 

However, both countries allow for voluntary VAT registration if 
the annual turnover exceeds either 187,500 AED or 187,500 Riyals.

AUTOmATiC rEgiSTrATiON
In addition, in Saudi Arabia entities which are already registered for tax 
are automatically registered for VAT, if they meet with the minimum 
requirements, whilst in UAE, all entities have to manually register. 

Except for the automatic registration in Saudi, the methods 
of registering are the same in both countries and are complet-
ed through an online portal with the relevant tax authorities. 
However, in Saudi it is necessary to register for tax before regis-
tering for VAT.

FiNANCiAl SErViCES
When it comes to financial services there are few differences 
between the two countres. The general rule is ‘fee based’ services 

are taxable at the standard rate and ‘margin based’ services are 
exempt. So, fees and charges levied by financial institutions attract 
VAT at 5%, but mortgage or loan interest payments are exempt. 
Sharia compliant financing arrangements with a similar result to 
conventional banking loans are also exempt from VAT.

iNSUrANCE prODUCTS
The countries are also similar in their VAT treatment of insurance 
products. life insurance of any kind is treated as exempt in both 
countries. While VAT is charged at the standard rate on short-term 
insurance (e.g. motor vehicle, homeowner, household or medical 
insurance). 

FOOD
Initially it was hoped certain basic food items would be exempt in 
the GCC, and there is provision in the VAT Agreement for a list of 
food items to be agreed for exemption. However, no list of exempt 
food items has been released yet by either the UAE or Saudi Arabia 
so for now all food items will be standard rated.

EDUCATiON
When it comes to education, the UAE has applied a zero-rate to 
all school and kindergarten fees. This applies to both educational 
services supplied in relation to the education and goods supplied 
which relate directly to the services supplied. However, the 
standard VAT rate will apply if the goods are supplied to someone 
who is not enrolled in the institution, goods other than education 
materials are ‘consumed’ by the student, the school provides field 
trips, uniforms, electronic devices, or extracurricular activities 
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and the students register for any clubs or organisations. In Saudi 
a distinction is made between private and public (government 
owned) schools. VAT at the standard rate applies to kindergarten 
and school fees if the institution is a private educational facility 
but public or government funded kindergarten and school fees 
are exempt from VAT. This could have some repercussions for 
private educational institutions especially if they are not permit-
ted to increase their fees through the current academic year and 
have to bear an additional 5% cost on supplies to the institution. 
There seems to be some support for these institutions requesting 
government permission to be entitled to increase fees, but this is 
just conjecture at this point. If institutions provide their students 
with accommodation, which is usually an exempt supply, the supply 
of student accommodation will not be exempt in this case as it is 
considered a supply of a service and not  accommodation. This is 
also the case with bursaries which are considered to be a deemed 
supply of a service and have to be accounted for by the institu-
tion in their tax return as a standard rated deemed supply at 5%. 
Universities and other tertiary education institutions will also 
not be exempt in the UAE or Saudi, so issues faced by private 
institutions in Saudi will be faced by tertiary institutions in both 
countries if they have failed to prepare for VAT.

HEAlTHCArE
on health there are differences between the UAE and Saudi 
approaches. In the UAE healthcare services are zero-rated. A 
healthcare service is defined as any service delivered by a health-
care profession that is necessary for the treatment of a patient 
and may include preventative treatment. To be zero-rated the 
supply must be made by a healthcare professional who is licensed 
by the UAE Ministry of Health, and must relate to the wellbeing 
of a human being. Veterinary services are not included and are 
standard rated. A healthcare service will not be zero-rated if it 
relates to an establishment where the primary purpose of the 
establishment is to provide a holiday and healthcare is a secondary 
concern for the establishment, e.g. a health spa. Zero-rating also 
does not apply to elective cosmetic surgery or supply of accom-
modation during treatment. The supply of health-related goods 
is also exempt in the UAE if they are pharmaceutical or medical 
products identified in a decision by the UAE Cabinet or any other 
medical related goods supplied to a person in the course of supply-
ing them with zero-rated health care services. In Saudi, the supply 
of medical goods and qualifying medicines is also zero-rated. 
However, unlike the UAE this zero-rating is not a broad exemp-
tion. Instead it is focused on limitation rather than allowance. The 
Saudi regulations permit the Ministry of Health to compile a list of 
zero-rated medical equipment and medicines. Saudi Regulations 
also make no provision for applying either an exemption or the 
zero-rating of the supply of healthcare or medical services in any 
manner or form and so all healthcare and medical services attract 
VAT at the standard rate.

rEAl ESTATE
There are some key differences between Saudi and the UAE on 
the real estate sector. The UAE allows the exemption of the supply 
of residential buildings, subject to certain exceptions. A residen-
tial building is any building used for residential purposes. This 
includes housing of any kind that a person will reasonably refer to 
as their primary residence and includes accommodation provided 
for students, or the armed forces and police or any orphanages, 

nursing homes, labour accommodation and rest homes. Movable 
buildings, hotels, B&Bs, hospitals or any serviced apartments 
where services in addition to the accommodation are provided 
are included in this definition. If small offices or garages used for 
commercial purposes are at a person’s place of residence, they 
are still considered residential buildings. 

Despite this, when it comes to supply of residential proper-
ties by developers, the first supply whether by sale or lease by 
the developer within three years of the property’s completion, is 
zero-rated. This is to enable developers to recoup input VAT paid 
during the construction process. All subsequent sales or leases are 
VAT exempt. In addition, when a lease of a residential building is 
for less than six months the rent attracts VAT at the standard rate 
unless the tenant of the property has an ID card issued by the UAE. 
For this purpose, rights to extend a shorter lease beyond this term 
and rights to cancel a lease longer than this time, do not affect the 
interpretation of this provision and the six month period. 

A supply of a building will also be zero-rated, if it is purposely 
built to be used for charitable purposes. The charity will need 
to be non-profit making and carry out a charitable function as 
defined by the Ministry of Community Development. A converted 
residential unit will also be zero-rated if the supply takes place 
within three years of the conversion and no part of it was used 
as or part of a residential building within the past five years. The 
presence of common facilities or internal dividing walls should not 
cause a building to be considered as previously used for residential 
purposes. 

In the UAE, the supply of bare land is exempt from VAT. This is 
defined as land without any buildings, which has buildings but they 
are still in the process of being constructed or has buildings which 
are incomplete. All other real estate is taxable.

The supply for purchase or lease of commercial buildings 
attracts VAT at the standard rate without exception. 

Saudi has elected to treat the supply of residential buildings as 
exempt supplies whether sold or used for lease or for license and has 
the same definition of what does and does not constitute a residential 
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dwelling as the UAE. 
However, there are exceptions, e.g. where the residential supply of 

property is made as the  provision by an educational institution, then as 
the educational facility although not being obliged to pay VAT on the 
accommodation must charge VAT to the student as this is deemed as 
the supply of a service to the student. Saudi has no provision for zero-
rating new housing as is the case in the UAE and does not permit the 
exemption on bare land. Except for the exemption mentioned, supply 
of all real estate in Saudi is standard rated.

prOViSiON OF TrANSpOrT
Public transport ranges from that used for international travel to 
simple local travel between two geographic points using a means of 
transport. Saudi and the UAE have followed international approach-
es making international travel zero rated. It has been dictated by the 
VAT agreement that any travel from outside the state to a place in 
the state or from a place in the state to a place outside of the state 
is zero rated. All other related and associated services supporting 
the supply of international transport are also zero-rated. 

However, VAT treatment of local transport provision is at 
the discretion of the state and there are differences between 
the UAE and Saudi approach. In the UAE, local transport is an 
exempt supply. The UAE Regulations state the supply of quali-
fying local transport from one place in the state to another is 
exempt. The UAE defines qualifying local transport as basically, 
any vehicle including cars, trams, trucks, buses, planes, ferries, 
trains, or taxis, whereby the primary purpose is to transport 
passengers from one place within the state to another in the 
state. However, there are a few exceptions, e.g. transport is 
not local transport if it is international (and zero-rated) and 
transport which is a ‘pleasure trip’ is also not local transport. 
This does not mean that if you travel somewhere on holiday it 
is not exempt public transport but if the trip itself is a pleasure 
activity, e.g. the purpose of the trip is sightseeing or in order to 
have a meal, it would not apply. 

In Saudi provision of transport is considered differently. The 

only transport which does not attract VAT there is international 
transport from within Saudi to outside the country which is zero-
rated, and all other forms of transport for public use there are 
deemed as a supplied service and attract standard rate VAT. 

TrANSiTiONAl rUlES
When it comes to transitional rules, in the UAE, any commercial 
contract which spans the date of implementation of VAT may 
not have provided for VAT in its terms and conditions. Under 
specific transitional rules in the UAE Regulations if there is no 
clause allowing the addition of VAT to the contract amount, the 
contract amount is deemed to be inclusive of VAT unless both 
parties are VAT registered and the supplier can recover the VAT 
on the contract amount for the remaining term of the contract 
from 1 January 2018. This provision applies, to all insurance 
contracts, lease agreements and service provider agreements 
with a lifespan extending past the implementation date on 1 
January 2018. With lease agreements, if there is no VAT clause in 
the lease, the landlord will have to reverse calculate the rental to 
accommodate VAT (as the rent will be deemed inclusive) unless 
both landlord and tenant are registered for VAT so the landlord 
can invoice the tenant for the VAT. This is the case even if the 
entire rent or policy premium has been paid before 1 January 2018, 
as the date the VAT liability arises is the time of supply, which 
will be after 1 January 2018. In Saudi, the transitional law applies 
slightly differently. If an invoice for services is issued prior to 
the implementation of the law, the date of supply determines 
the VAT liability. If the supply is made after 1 January 2018 then it 
will attract VAT. The supplier will need to issue a separate invoice 
showing the VAT payable on the initial amount (as is the case for 
the UAE). Although in Saudi, any supply of goods and services in 
a contract that does not allow for the recovery of VAT may be 
treated as zero-rated by the supplier until the contract expires, 
is renewed or until 31 December 2018, whichever is the earlier, 
provided the contract was entered into before 30 May 2017, and 
the customer is entitled to deduct input VAT in respect of the 
goods or services, or is an eligible person for a VAT refund and 
has confirmed this in writing to the supplier. 

It can be seen that Saudi Arabia has taken a much more rigorous 
approach to implementing VAT than the UAE. 

At the end of the day, while some of VAT implications will affect 
companies and individuals in different ways, it is important to gain 
a throughout knowledge of how VAT will impact your business 
and your business approach may have to vary in the various GCC 
jurisdictions, as there will be different VAT treatments for differ-
ent products, and more differences will probably arise as other 
GCC jurisdictions implement VAT in 2018. 
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VAt | EU

The introduction of VAT in GCC member states will re-
quire companies to grapple with new concepts and pro-
cesses. VAT is generally a rule-based tax, which rather 
than operating on general principles is based on ex-

tensive legislation and regulation. GCC based companies have 
never had to tackle this kind of system before, so will no doubt 
need to invest management time and possibly also get profes-
sional advice on implementation. GCC based companies with 
operations in countries which already have a VAT or GST regime 
will obviously have a bit of an advantage, but as VAT and GST 
relies on extensive legislation and regulation it is not possible 
simply to transpose knowledge from one jurisdiction to GCC 
operations. Although, the GCC VAT regime was inspired by the 
EU approach there are differences with the new UAE regime 
which businesses need to be aware of. 

SUppliES
Supplies are the central concept in any VAT system and the 
definition of ‘supply’ in the UAE and the EU is essentially similar. 
legislation in both systems defines a supply as anything done 
for a consideration in the course of a business activity. The 
legislation then defines the concept of a supply of goods and 
the UAE defines a supply of goods as the transfer of ownership 
of goods or the right to use them or a contract which entails the 
transfer of ownership of goods at a later time. The concept of 
a supply of services is then defined as any supply which is not 
a supply of goods.

Although the concept of supply may at first seem a simple 
one, in the EU it has given rise to extensive litigation and tax 
authority practice. This is because whether the supply is 
exempt from VAT or taxable, and, if taxable, the tax rate which 
applies to a particular supply, depends on the exact nature of 
what is being supplied. While in many cases it is clear what is 
being supplied, often a supply consists of two or more compo-
nents and in such cases it is necessary to distinguish whether 
one component is so dominant that it renders the other purely 
auxiliary (so the supply should be treated as a single supply of 
the dominant component) or if the supply should be split (which 
can affect the tax rate and the recoverability of associated 
input tax). The regulations implementing Federal Decree-law 

No. 8/2017 attempt to identify single and multiple supplies 
using concepts which are consistent with EU law and jurispru-
dence on the matter. However, these rules may be easier to 
define in principle than apply in practice and some jurispru-
dence or tax authority practice may be needed to reduce the 
areas of uncertainty.

rECOVErABiliTY OF iNpUT TAX
Recoverablity of Input Tax is also a central concept of any VAT 
system. As VAT is meant to be a tax on the final consumer, 
it is important participants in the supply chain can recover 
input tax (VAT charged to them by upstream participants in 
the supply chain) if they use related supplies to make taxable 
supplies. Both the EU and the UAE VAT systems proceed on 
this basis. However, there is a difference between the two 
systems in terms of the process for, and most likely timing 
of, the recovery. 

The GCC vAT regime was initially inspired by the EU system but there are differences. Blaise Marin-Curtoud of Jones Day looks at where EU lessons can assist those tackling 
vAT in the UAE and where there are differences which are important to be aware of.
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In the EU system, a trader can, in a period, find himself in 
a situation where his recoverable input tax far exceeds the 
amount of output tax he is required to pay. This frequently 
happens where, for example, building developers are in the 
process of building a property but have not yet started making 
taxable supplies of the land itself (whether by sale or letting of 
the building). In this case, the developer is entitled in any period 
to be paid the whole of any recoverable input tax. In principle, 
the UAE takes a similar approach. 

However, it is worth noting that the repayment of any excess 
input tax is made subject to the procedures in Federal law No. 
7/2017 on Tax Procedures and therefore may be repaid later than 
the due date for payment of any VAT. This could create cash flow 

issues for traders who are often 
in a repayment position and 

will need to be moni-
tored and the 

practice of the UAE authorities for dealing with claims for repay-
ment of excess input tax will have to be defined.

grOUp rEgiSTrATiONS
The ability for members of the same group to register under 
one registration number is a useful administrative simplification 
within the VAT rules. It allows supplies between group members to 
be completely ignored for VAT purposes and does not distort the 
economics of transactions between group members. It also helps 
reduce the compliance burden for groups by allowing one member 
of the group to make all returns and payments.

Due to the number of jurisdictions which have implemented 
the common VAT system in the EU, the definition of a group for 
EU VAT purposes is vague. It refers only to persons established in 
a member state who ‘while legally independent, are closely bound 
to one another by financial, economic and organisational links’ and 
allows member states to refuse group registrations where they 
consider it is a means for avoiding tax. Federal Decree-law No. 
8/2017 also provides for the concept of a group registration and the 
definition of a group is roughly similar to the overarching definition 
in the EU VAT directive and, in common with many EU members’ 
implementing legislation, looks at first whether entities are under 
common management, but suggests that members of the group can 
also include companies which are generally carrying out the same 
kind of business with a view to a common profit. It will be interesting 
to see how the relevant regulations in this area are interpreted in 
the next few years. 

The GCC vAT regime was initially inspired by the EU system but there are differences. Blaise Marin-Curtoud of Jones Day looks at where EU lessons can assist those tackling 
vAT in the UAE and where there are differences which are important to be aware of.
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As UAE businesses will soon have to submit their first vAT return to the federal 
Tax Authority, Maryse heijnen of Pinsent Masons explains how and when to 

account for vAT.

Taking vAT into 
Account

VAt | ACCoUNTING
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VAT was introduced in the UAE on 1 January 2018. This 
means making sure the correct VAT is charged to custom-
ers on all relevant supplies and is accounted for to the 
Federal Tax Authority in the correct tax period is now a 

fixed part of business life in the UAE. 
In order to be compliant with VAT law and regulations, businesses 

must also implement new compliance and record keeping process-
es.  Charging and accounting for output tax and recovering input tax 
charged by suppliers needs to be embedded in taxpayers’ standard 
accounting processes, so relevant deadlines are met. If you haven’t 
yet got to grips with all this, time is running out.  Depending on their 
specific accounting period, businesses will have to submit the first 
VAT return in the next couple of weeks or months and in order to 
ensure that the VAT return is complete and correct, they will also 
need to understand how and when to account for VAT.

OUTpUT TAX
Under the new VAT system, 5% VAT becomes chargeable on goods 
and/or services supplied by businesses to their customers. This 
5% VAT is referred to as output tax and needs to be accounted 
for to the Federal Tax Authority by, in the majority of cases, the 
supplier of the goods and/or services. output tax is only charge-
able on goods and services which, from a VAT perspective, are 
taxable at the standard rate and VAT will not become chargeable 
on goods and services which are exempt or zero-rated under 
Federal Decree-Law No. 8/2017.

DEEmED SUppliES
Most output tax accounted for on a VAT return will relate to VAT 
on supplies made by the taxable person, i.e. the usual sales made 
by the business.  However, businesses should be aware that in 
certain situations output tax will also need to be accounted for 
on so-called  ‘deemed’ supplies and goods or services received 
from other parties, which is referred to as reverse charge VAT.

rEVErSE CHArgE VAT
Under the reverse charge mechanism, taxable persons are obliged 
to account for UAE VAT on taxable supplies received from outside 
the UAE.  In practice this means that if, for example, a UAE VAT 
registered business provides taxable services to a customer in 
the UAE it will charge 5% VAT on top of the consideration for the 
services to the customer. The business will then have to account 
for that 5% of output tax on its VAT return.  However, if the same 
business receives taxable services from a company which is estab-
lished in say the UK, it will have to account for 5% UAE VAT on the 
services received.

CASHFlOw AND DATE OF SUpplY
one difficulty from an accounting and cash flow perspective is 
that the obligation on the supplier to account for VAT in most 
cases will arise before the supplier has received payment from 
their customer and whether they have received payment from 
the customer or not, VAT will need to be accounted for at the 
date of supply.  Date of supply rules, as set out under UAE VAT 
law specify what the date of supply is and when a tax point is 
created.

TAX pOiNT
In order to know when to account for output tax, businesses will 
have to determine the tax point for each supply made. A tax point 

is the moment in time when the obligation to account for VAT 
arises and this determines in which VAT return the output tax 
will be accounted for.

The date of supply rules set out in Federal Decree-Law No. 
8/2017 describe how to determine the tax point for each supply 
made. 

Every supply will have a basic tax point, however this tax point 
can be overridden by certain events. These events will then create 
a special tax point on which the obligation to account for output 
tax arises.

Federal Decree-law No. 8/2017 describes the following basic 
tax points in relation to goods.
•	The date of transfer of the goods, if the goods are transferred 

under the supervision of the supplier.
•	The date on  which the customer takes possession of the goods, 

if the supplier is not supervising the transfer of the goods.
•	The date on  which the assembly or installation is completed, if 

goods are supplied with assembly and installation.
The basic tax point for services is described as the date on 

which the services are completed.
However, where a supplier issues a tax invoice or receives a 

payment before any of the above events have occurred, the invoice 
or payment date (whichever comes first) creates a special tax 
point.  This special tax point then determines when the output tax 
will have to be accounted for.

There are special rules for supplies made under agreements that 
include periodic payments or consecutive invoices. The tax point for 
supplies of goods or services under these types of agreements will 
be the issue date of the tax invoice, the due date for payment as 
specified on the tax invoice or the date any payment under the agree-
ment is received, whichever comes first.  Irrespective of these events 
occurring, a tax point will be created at least once every 12 months.

ACCOUNTiNg FOr OUTpUT TAX ON SErViCES SUppliED
If the VAT registered business in  our previous example enters 
into an agreement for the provision of taxable services to a UAE 
customer, it has to determine when to account for output tax on 
the services supplied.

If, for example, it has been agreed between parties that the 
services would be completed by 31 August 2018 and no other event 
listed in the date of supply rules occurred before this date, the 
business will have to account for the output tax in the tax period 
that covers 31 August 2018.

“Each vAT return will 
cover one tax period 
and the return and any 
vAT payable will need 
to be received by the 
federal Tax Authority no 
later than the 28th day 
following the end of the 
tax period.”
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However, if the business receives a prepayment from the 
customer in  March 2018, the basic tax point will be overridden and 
a special tax point will instead be created in March. The business 
will then have to account for the output tax in the tax period that 
covers March 2018. 

Therefore, in order to be able to correctly account for output 
tax, a business must be aware of the VAT relevant activities and 
their corresponding tax points.

VAT rETUrNS AND TAX pEriODS
Under Federal Decree-Law No. 8/2017 and the Executive Regu-
lations, a VAT return has to be submitted at the end of every tax 
period. 

The Executive Regulations describe a standard accounting 
period of three months ending on a date as determined by the 
Federal Tax Authority. 

TAX pEriODS AND rETUrNS
After registering for VAT, businesses will be assigned a stagger of 
four tax periods based on the end of their tax year being January, 
February or March.

Each VAT return will cover one tax period and the return and 
any VAT payable will need to be received by the Federal Tax 
Authority no later than the 28th  day following the end of the 
tax period. Therefore, it will be important that businesses keep 
in mind any payment processing time when setting up compli-
ance and VAT return processes. Where a VAT registered business 
has been assigned a tax year ending January, its corresponding 
tax periods will be the periods ending April, July, october and 
January. 

Therefore, the VAT return and VAT payable for the tax period 
ending April for example will have to be received by the Federal 
Tax Authorities no later than 28 May.

rECOrD kEEpiNg AND DOCUmENTATiON
Businesses should be aware of the record keeping requirements 
under the UAE VAT and Tax Procedures law. The specific docu-
ments that need to be held are listed in the law and mainly focus on 
documentation supporting the output tax and input tax reported 
in the VAT returns. This means, for example, that all tax invoices 
issued and received must be kept on record.

The records have to be kept for five years from the end of the 
tax period to which they relate.  Any documents relating to real 
estate  have to be kept for 15 years after the end of the tax period 
to which they relate. Businesses will have to ensure their docu-
mentation is readily available to enable the Federal Tax Authority 
to assess and gives a full picture of the positions taken in their 
VAT returns. This article describes on a high level basis how and 
when to account for VAT.  However, VAT is a highly factual tax and 
special rules apply in specific situations. Therefore, businesses 
should ensure their accounting and compliance processes are 
fully aligned with the requirements set out in the UAE VAT and 
Tax Procedures legislation, as those who fail to comply with the 
rules set out in this legislation could potentially face penalties 
and fines. 
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The UAE’s VAT system is broadly based on common prin-
ciples that have been agreed by all GCC countries in the 
Unified GCC VAT Agreement. These include certain ar-
eas which all the individual GCC countries are required to 

follow.  For example, the mandatory and voluntary registration 
thresholds were set by the GCC VAT Agreement. The standard VAT 
rate of 5% was also fixed by the GCC VAT Agreement across the 
GCC. However, individual GCC countries do have some freedom to 
determine the application of VAT on some matters such as the VAT 
treatment of certain sectors and industries.

UAE lEgiSlATiON
UAE VAT legislation is made up of Federal Decree law No. 8/2017 
on VAT (the VAT law) and Cabinet Decision No. 52/2017 on the 

Executive Regulations to the VAT law (VAT Executive Regula-
tions).  The Federal Decree-law No. 8/2017, which was published 
in August 2017, sets out the UAE VAT rules. The Executive Regula-
tions which were issued in November 2017 deal with the detailed 
application of the VAT law’s provisions.

In addition, the Federal Tax Authority (FTA), which was formed 
under Federal Decree-law No. 13/ 2016 on the Establishment 
of the FTA is responsible for the administration, management, 
collection and enforcement of VAT and all other current and future 
Federal taxes.  At present VAT and excise tax are the only taxes at 
the Federal level. Federal law No. 7/2017 for Tax Procedures and 
Cabinet Decision No. 36/2017 on the Executive Regulations on 
Tax Procedures are also relevant in this context as they provide 
a  procedural framework that is applied across all Federal Taxes. 

Getting to Grips with 
vAT Implementation

The introduction of vAT in the UAE at the start of 2018, was a major change for 
businesses, Shiraz Khan of Al Tamimi & Company looks back on how they should have 
tackled the implementation phase and what their priorities should be going forward.

VAt | IMPLEMENTATIoN
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This includes details and requirements related to tax registra-
tion, filing of tax returns and settlement of taxes, tax 
audits, appeals and penalties as well as FTA and 
taxpayers’ rights and obligations.

implEmENTATiON CHAllENgES
The introduction of VAT was a major 
change for businesses operating in the 
UAE. In order to prepare for it, busi-
nesses had to complete a number of 
steps before VAT came into force. These 
included analysing the impact of VAT on 
their operations and across many differ-
ent functions including legal, Finance, IT, 
Human Resources, Procurement, Sales, 
Marketing and Strategy.  

Businesses had to review and deter-
mine the VAT treatment of all their 
sales and purchase transactions and 
understand their resulting compli-
ance obligations.  In addition, they had 
to assess the capability of their existing 
IT system or software to produce auto-
matic VAT reporting and consider if an 
upgrade would be sufficient or they 
would need  a whole new system. It 
was also important for organisa-
tions to make changes to their 
business processes, including 
invoicing and record keeping so 
they were compliant with the  new 
VAT  legislation.  

From a legal perspective, it 
was necessary to review existing 
contracts with customers to 
check if they needed to renegoti-
ate contracts which had no VAT clause in order to 
avoid bearing any VAT cost. They also had to check that all new 
contracts dealt with the application of VAT and set out which party 
was responsible for bearing the VAT liability.  

In order to achieve this objective and manage relationships with 
customers, communication with customers was required.  It was also 
important to communicate with suppliers to ensure they were going 
to issue VAT compliant invoices which would facilitate the recovery 
of VAT.  Finally, businesses had to evaluate the cash flow implications 
and their working capital requirements as a result of now having to 
pay VAT before they received payments from customers.

All in all, a significant amount of work had to be undertaken 
by businesses to be ready for VAT. In other jurisdictions such as 
Malaysia when a similar goods or services tax (known as GST) 
was implemented, companies there typically needed around six 
to 18 months to prepare for the change depending on the size and 
complexity of their operations and transactions.  

prEpArATiON TimE
Although some of the large multinational groups in the UAE began 
their preparations in 2016 or in the beginning of 2017, many busi-
nesses in the UAE took a reactive approach instead and decided 
to wait until the publication of the complete VAT legislation in 
November before taking any action. There was also an  expectation 

or possibly a hope in the UAE business community that the imple-
mentation of VAT would be delayed by the UAE Government based 
on previous experience in the UAE. (Although, this was despite 
an indication from the FTA in early 2017 that VAT would be imple-
mented on 1 January 2018 and the fact the VAT law also confirmed 
that VAT would be implemented by this date when it was published 
in August 2017.)

In hindsight, once the UAE Government had taken a decision 
to implement VAT on 1 January 2018 and this fact was confirmed 
by the VAT law, businesses could have done more and been more 
proactive with their VAT preparations.  VAT is not a new tax and 
it or a similar tax exists in more than 160 other countries around 
the globe. In addition, the UAE VAT law is is largely based on the 
EU VAT rules and  Malaysian  GST system.  In addition, the GCC 
VAT Agreement on which UAE VAT legislation was based was 
also published in the first half of 2017.  So as far as the UAE is 
concerned, although the final VAT Executive Regulations were not 
published until November 2017, most of the information in these 
regulations had already been made available by the FTA earlier 
in the year as part of an awareness campaign.  So, a significant 
amount of information was already available in the public domain 
even before the VAT Executive Regulations were published and it 
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was sufficient to enable businesses to begin their preparations.  In 
fact, most of the information in the VAT Executive Regulations was 
already known before these Regulations were issued. It would have 
been better for businesses to begin preparation before the VAT 
Executive Regulations were issued based on the known information 
at that time and then validate any assumptions or confirm positions 
after the regulations were issued in November 2017.  Unfortunately, 
in the UAE, many businesses took the wrong approach and instead 
waited for the regulations before even beginning this work which 
meant they only had one month to get ready. A few businesses 
were even taken by surprise by the introduction of VAT despite 
the fact  the FTA, tax advisers and the local and business press 
had conducted an awareness campaign throughout 2017.

THE rOlE OF THE FEDErAl TAX AUTHOriTY
Many businesses operating in the UAE appear to have misun-
derstood the role of the  FTA. The FTA is a new tax authority, the 
legislation establishing it was published towards the end of 2016 
and it only began recruiting staff in the middle of 2017. 

As with any tax authority in mature tax jurisdictions, the FTA’s 
primary role is to administer, collect and enforce Federal taxes 
and apply procedures which are related to these taxes.  Although 
it  will issue technical guidance to the public on tax matters, like 
any tax authority, it is not responsible for advising businesses on 
their tax obligations or on the VAT implications of their transac-
tions. Unfortunately, a number of businesses have not understood 
what the responsiblities of the FTA are and are currently trying to 
contact the FTA helpline or meet FTA representatives to obtain 
tax advice, although this is not part of their role. like many tax 
authorities in other countries, the  FTA, particularly as it is a new 
body, has very limited resources.  With over 300,000 businesses 
now registered for VAT in the UAE, clearly it is not possible for 
the FTA to engage directly with all of them and provide tax advice 
particularly as this is not a part of their remit. As is the case in all 
other tax jurisdictions, businesses should seek tax advice from a 
reputable professional services firm rather than tax authorities.

The FTA have conducted a country-wide campaign to increase 
awareness, through a series of seminars on VAT introduction in 
2017. Given their limited resources,  the scale of this campaign has 
been impressive and is unprecedented even by the standards of 
more mature tax jurisdictions. Although, some businesses may 
disagree, it was never realistic to expect a new tax authority like 
the FTA to  personally visit every registered business just to tell 
them VAT was being introduced. The onus was also on these busi-
nesses to speak to advisers and read the many articles which have 
been  published in newspapers and business  magazines on the 
subject.

iNTErprETATiON
It is easy to mistakenly assume that since the VAT legislation has 
been issued now, its interpretation will be straightforward and the 
VAT treatment of all transactions will be clear. In many countries 
where VAT has been in place for some time, guidance tends to be 
sought from the published practice of the tax authority in the form 
of public notices and circulars. Case law precedent is also relied 
on to check how the courts have decided cases with similar facts 
in the past. In such countries, VAT law continues to evolve and even 
decades after its implementation uncertainty remains, as such, the 
tax authorities in these countries continue to be involved in disputes 
with businesses, new cases on complex VAT issues continue to be 

heard by the courts and new schemes are introduced to take into 
account unique circumstances and industry specific issues. Similar 
developments can be expected in the UAE as the UAE VAT legisla-
tion has only been effective for just over three months and there 
is currently no case law from which guidance can be obtained. It 
will also take time for the FTA’s practice to develop as they audit 
businesses’  VAT returns and encounter different situations. In 
the future, the FTA will no doubt make further guidance available 
and new schemes may be announced to take account of different 
industries issues. Any disputes with the FTA will be subject to a 
three-tier appeal system. Businesses who have a  dispute with the 
FTA, will have the right to ask them to reconsider their decision, 
and the matter will then be referred to another inspector. An objec-
tion against the FTA’s reconsideration decision may then be made 
to an independent tax disputes resolution committee made up of 
a judge and two tax experts.  Appeals may be made against that 
committee’s decision to a competent court.

wHAT SHOUlD BUSiNESSES DO NOw?
As VAT has been implemented and filing deadlines are approach-
ing, the focus for businesses has shifted from VAT implementa-
tion to the preparation of their first VAT return.  Companies are 
currently trying to identify and confirm the VAT treatment of 
their transactions so they are able to file a complete and correct 
tax return. The completion of the tax return may seem a simple, 
straightforward task, but the department (and in some cases the 
individual) within the organisation who files the return on behalf 
of the business will be held responsible for the tax positions 
taken in that return regardless of whether the compliance work 
was  outsourced. The relevant department will  usually be the tax 
department, but it could be the legal or finance department. Given 
VAT is a new law, there may be uncertainty on many technical posi-
tions which could create risk and  this has to be taken seriously 
as penalties for non-compliance, including incorrect tax returns, 
could be as high as 300% of the tax amount due. Therefore the 
person responsible for this area must proactively manage this 
risk by obtaining professional tax advice from a reputable firm if 
there are uncertainties and should also document this advice for 
internal risk management. Going forward, it will be a challenge 
for FTA, tax advisers and businesses to interpret and apply the 
provisions of the new VAT legislation. Although VAT will involve 
a compliance cost for businesses, given the potential risks and 
penalties, it is important when ever there is uncertainty, busi-
nesses work with a trusted tax adviser and navigate logically 
through any areas of doubt. 
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In the EU, every Member state is required to adopt the common 
EU VAT system set out in the EU VAT Directive. The basic concept 
of the regime is deceptively simple. The Directive allows a level 
of discretion and the divergence in the implementing legislation, 

and of fact patterns to which this is then applied, have caused a vast 
amount of litigation at both the domestic and European Court of 
Justice level. over the years, as VAT rates have increased, in many 
countries, there has been more VAT than direct tax litigation. The 
resulting complexity has then created a few basic difficulties.  

VAT is a tax on the consumption of goods and services 
designed to be borne by the ultimate consumer but charged 
on each transaction in a supply chain. To enable this, recovery 
of VAT is allowed when it is incurred on supplies used to make 
further taxable supplies.  As an  ‘indirect tax’ it is, in most, but not 
all, cases,  collected and accounted for by the supplier on the tax 

vAT: Not So Simple
Basic EU vAT rules and concepts are deceptively simple but as Dominic Stuttaford 
of Norton rose fulbright explains the reality is very different as a host of questions are 
creating vast amounts of litigation.

authority’s behalf.  EU Member States have some discretion on 
the rate charged and reduced rates which apply for certain identi-
fied supplies. However, VAT is a substantial revenue raiser: as the 
standard VAT rate in the UK is 20% and the lowest EU standard 
rate is 17%. So given the sums involved, it is not surprising ques-
tions of whether VAT is chargeable and if recovery of input VAT is 
possible, have generated large amounts of case law.

rECOVErY OF iNpUT TAX
VAT is levied on ‘taxable supplies’ made by ‘taxable persons’, which 
are both key concepts in  determining if it is chargeable. Recovery 
of ‘input’ VAT on supplies received then depends on whether 
further taxable supplies are made in the supply chain, which is 
determined by a number of further criteria revolving around the 
supplies received and the onward supplies.  
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The EU VAT regime differentiates between ‘standard rated’ 
supplies, those subject to a ‘reduced rate’ or ‘zero rated’ and 
those which are  ‘exempt’. This then affects the ability of those in 
the supply chain to recover input VAT and the overall cost to the 
ultimate consumer (either in terms of VAT charged on the supply 
made to them or if the supplier passes on the cost, of their irre-
coverable VAT cost in prices charged).  

A taxable person can recover VAT to the extent it is attribut-
able to taxable supplies made by them. Supplies subject to the 
standard, reduced or zero rate are  ‘taxable supplies’ giving to 
the supplier a right to input tax recovery.  Exempt supplies are 
not and impact the supplier’s ability to recover input VAT.  As a 
result, VAT is a very real cost for banking and insurance business-
es who predominately make exempt supplies. Special rules also 
apply to businesses making a combination of exempt and taxable 
supplies to allow partial recovery and businesses making wholly 
taxable supplies can make full recovery of input tax they have 
had to bear. Therefore, determining what is attributable and how 
to deal with VAT that is not specifically attributable has caused 
endless debates. 

The fact different supplies attract different VAT liabilities 
has also given rise to extensive case law on whether a ‘multiple’ 
supply consisting of separate supplies attracting different VAT 
rates or a ‘composite’ supply attracting a single VAT rate (deter-
mined by what is considered to be the predominant supply), has 
been made. The basic principles on this are reasonably clear from 
the relevant case law. Very broadly, supplies should be viewed 
separately unless economically artificial to do so. However, 
applying these principles to particular facts in each case is chal-
lenging and has generated most of the recent case law in this 
area,  particularly where one of the parties cannot fully recover 
their VAT. 

rECipiENT OF THE SUpplY
The question who is the recipient of the supply is also not as 
straightforward as it sounds and has caused yet more case law. 
This becomes difficult to answer where there are  arrangements 
involving more than two parties where payment is made by one and 
the service is, arguably, received by another, as it is unclear if the 
person paying for the  supply and the supply recipient are entitled 
to input VAT recovery, and if so, of what?  Decisions in this area are 
again  highly fact-specific but taken together provide an indication 
of the relevant factors which include a fundamental question of 
whether, looking at the economic and commercial reality of the 
transaction, the  person making the payment receives anything 
for the purposes of their business in return for the payment  (a 
question which needs detailed analysis for every, however slightly, 
different fact pattern). Issues also arise where there are a number 
of potential group recipients or a company has two or more places 
of business. 

With services, the identification of the supply recipient is also 
important in working out in which jurisdiction the supply is deemed 
to have taken place and which jurisdiction’s VAT regime should be 
used as place of supply rules for services differentiate between 
(broadly speaking) business and non-business customers. 

plACE OF SUpplY
Place of supply rules determine whether a supply is within the 
territorial scope of VAT and, if it is, which Member State’s VAT 
system applies to it. The VAT regime differentiates between the 
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supply of services and the supply of goods. The position on the 
supply of goods is relatively straight forward and is generally 
determined by the physical location of the goods at the time of 
their supply. 

However, with services, the position is more complicated and 
depends on a number of factors including whether the supply is 
made to  (broadly speaking)  business or non-business customers, 
the type of services supplied and where the supplier or customer 
belongs. Supplies to business customers are generally treated 
as made where the customer belongs.  Business customers then 
account for the VAT under the ‘reverse charge’ mechanism  where 
the recipient is deemed to make the supply to itself and, if fully 
taxable, claims input tax recovery equal to the VAT.  The reverse 
charge applies to supplies made by both EU and non-EU suppliers 
and is designed both to simplify the intra-EU position and ensure 
domestic supplies to a recipient who is not in a fully recoverable 
position are not unfairly prejudiced. 

However, supplies to non-business customers are treated as 
made where the supplier belongs, although there are exceptions 
for certain supplies to customers outside the EU including supplies 
of most services provided by consultants, lawyers, accountants, 
engineers  and others which are  outside the scope of VAT for both 
business and non-business customers.   

The place of supply matters as it may be advantageous for a 
supply to be treated as being made outside the EU so it is outside 
the scope of EU VAT.  

For example, a UK supplier of otherwise taxable services would 
not need to account for VAT on a supply made outside the EU  but 
would still be able to recover input VAT if that supply would be 
taxable if made in the UK.

Differences in  EU VAT regimes can also mean it may be advan-
tageous for the place of supply of certain services to be in one EU 
member state rather than another, if an exemption is available in 
the recipient jurisdiction but not in that of the supplier giving rise 
to the potential for input VAT recovery by the supplier by reference 
to the taxable nature of the supply in its jurisdiction but no VAT for 
the recipient.  These basic questions provide a very high level idea 
of how some of the complexities of the EU VAT regime have arisen. 
The full picture is extremely complex and the layers of additional 
rules and underlying regimes are also highly detailed.  However, 
what the EU model shows is that even with a simple regime, the 
end results can be anything but simple. 
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As the use and numbers of crypto-currencies such as Bitcoin increase 
Muneer Khan and Samir Safar-Aly of Simmons & Simmons look at the

approach the UAE financial services regulators are taking.

Crypto-currencies are a type of digital money. The first cryp-
to-currency was Bitcoin but since its release in 2009, there 
are now over 900 different types. They can be bought or 
sold with other currencies, used to purchase goods from 

sellers who are willing to accept them as payment, make invest-
ments in various assets and are being held as investments them-
selves. A number of organisations around the world have taken 
to raising funds digitally (or crowd-funding) through ‘Initial Coin 
offerings’ (or ICos - also known as Initial Token offerings or Token 
Sales) which are typically accompanied by a whitepaper outlining 
their key features and the intended use of proceeds, where inves-
tors pay using crypto-currencies or conventional currencies in ex-
change for a new crypto-currency created and issued by a virutal 
or real company, which then uses the currency raised to hold as-
sets and fund projects. It is the potential for crypto-currencies to 
be treated as equity investments securities which is one of the 
reasons for increased scrutiny from financial services regulators 
in this area. 

DFSA gUiDANCE
The Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA), the independent 
financial services regulator for the Dubai International Financial 
Centre (DIFC), issued a General Investor Statement on Crypto-
currencies on 13 September 2017, which warned it considered 

ICos to be high risk investments due, in part, due to the complex 
systems and technology on  which they are based. According to 
the DFSA General Statement, crypto-currencies and ICos have 
their own unique risks, which may not be easy to identify or under-
stand. These risks may increase where offerings are made on a 
cross-border basis. The  DFSA General Statement, urged potential 
investors to conduct due diligence and exercise caution. This is  
a similar approach to that taken by the UK’s Financial Conduct 
Authority (FCA), which released a consumer warning on the risks 
of ICos on 12 September 2017.  Crypto-currencies have also  been 
linked to money laundering and criminal and terrorist financing. 
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) Report on Virtual Curren-
cies (June 2014) outlines some of the risks associated with crypto-
currencies, such as greater anonymity when transacting due to 
the way blockchains are created and the decentralised nature of 
crypto-currencies.  As the DFSA Rulebook’s AMl Module (Rule 
5.23.1(a)) requires authorised firms to establish and maintain effec-
tive policies, procedures, systems and controls to prevent oppor-
tunities for money laundering, those looking to be more involved in 
the ICo and crypto-currency space may need to consider the impli-
cations for AMl and Counter-Terrorist Financing (CTF) compli-
ance.  Whether the DFSA will take an approach of dealing with 
different types of ICos separately (e.g. payment tokens, utility 
tokens and asset-backed tokens), as was the approach taken by 
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practice group, based in Dubai, and advises on 
issues relating to Middle East financial markets, 
with a particular focus on financial services 
regulations, AMl/CTF sanctions compliance, 
anti-bribery and corruption, banking, asset 
management, and investment funds. He regularly 
advises governments and financial regulators 
including those in the UAE, Kenya and Indonesia on 
regulatory reform.

the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) on 16 
February 2018, has yet to be seen. 

ADgm gUiDANCE
While the DFSA does not currently regulate Initial Coin/Token 
offerings (ICos), the Financial Services Regulatory Authority 
(FSRA) – which is the independent financial services regulator 
for the Abu Dhabi Global Market (ADGM) – is moving towards 
greater regulation of virtual currencies under its principle 
financial services legislation, the ADGM Financial Services and 
Markets Regulations 2015 (FSMR, as amended). The FSRA issued 
its Supplementary Guidance - Regulation of Initial Coin/Token 
offerings and Virtual Currencies under FSMR on ICos and virtual 
currencies on 9 october 2017 which is aimed at those wishing to 
use ICos to raise funds, investors and generally anyone consider-
ing transacting in virtual currencies. It states that whether an ICo 
is to be regulated under FSMR will be assessed by the FSRA on a 
case-by-case basis. If the tokens in an ICo are assessed to exhibit 
the characteristics of a ‘Security’ (as defined in FSMR, such as, 
amongst other things, ‘certificates representing certain Financial 
Instruments’ or ‘Instruments giving entitlements to investments’) 
the FSRA may deem them to be a  ‘Security’ under Section 58(2)
(b) of FSMR, which empowers the FSRA to deem any investment 
a ‘Security’ under ADGM regulation. The ADGM Guidance also 
outlines that derivatives of virtual currencies or ‘Security Tokens’ 
will be regulated as ‘Specified Investments’ under FSMR. However, 
the ADGM Guidance states that other virtual tokens which do not 
exhibit the features and characteristics of a regulated investment 
or instrument under FSMR will be treated as commodities and 
not regulated as ‘Specified Investments’ under FSMR. While the 
FSRA has stated it is sensitive to the fact that a one size approach 
is not suitable for ICos, the ADGM Guidance demonstrates a 
similar approach to that taken by the US Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC), in incorporating certain virtual currencies, ICos 
and derivatives of virtual currencies within existing legislation. 
This has also been the approach taken by Monetary Authority 
of Singapore (MAS) in its clarification statement in August 2017 
and its Guide to Digital Token offerings issued in November 2017.

ONSHOrE UAE
outside of the UAE’s financial free zones in ‘onshore’ UAE (i.e. 
outside the DIFC and ADGM, both of which have their own separate 
financial services regulatory frameworks), the UAE Central Bank  
(CBUAE) issued a Regulatory Framework for Stored Values and 
Electronic Payment Systems on 1 January 2017 (the CBUAE EPS 
Regulation), under powers vested in CBUAE under UAE Federal 
law No. 10/1980 concerning the Central Bank, the Monetary 
System and organisation of Banking and Cabinet Decision No.6/6 
/2016. The CBUAE EPS Regulation states that its purpose is to 
facilitate robust adoption of digital payments across the UAE in 
a secure manner. However, it then states that Virtual Currencies, 
(and any transactions thereof) are prohibited. A Virtual Currency, is 
defined as, ‘any type of digital unit used as a medium of exchange, a 
unit of account, or a form of stored value, although there are excep-
tions for digital units that can be redeemed for goods, services, 
and discounts as part of a user loyalty or rewards programmes 
with the issuer, and which cannot be converted into a fiat  or 
virtual currency. on the face of it, the CBUAE EPS Regulations, 
would cover the major virtual  or crypto-currencies on the market.  

However, on 23 october 2017, the Governor of CBUAE stated that 
the CBUAE EPS Regulations did not apply to all virtual curren-
cies. The Governor then clarified the CBUAE’s policy on virtual 
currencies on 23 october 2017 by warning against use of ‘digital 
coins’ saying it had not issued a licence to allow virtual currencies 
in the local UAE market. The Governor of the CBUAE also warned 
of the risks of using digital currencies as a medium for exchange, 
stating that because virtual currencies do not go through official 
channels and cannot be monitored or controlled, they pose a risk of 
being used for money-laundering or terrorist-financing purposes. 
In March 2018 it was also announced that several UAE-based banks 
were banning the use of credit cards for online crypto-curren-
cy trading transactions (a move which has been taken by many 
international banks in the UK and US following price volatility 
in the markets).  Similarly, the UAE Federal securities regulator, 
the Securities and Commodities Authority (SCA) has issued a 
public warning on ICos cautioning investors to be aware of some 
risks associated with these investments, such as the potential 
for fraud, high volatility in light of speculation, and the fact they 
are not specifically catered for under existing SCA regulations.  
Whether the SCA will consider ICos as a ‘foreign security’ under 
existing legislation, such as the SCA Promoting and Introducing 
Regulations (SCA Decision No. 3/R of 2017), has yet to be seen. 
Crypto-currencies and ICos have mushroomed in recent years, 
attracting attention and speculation. Policy makers and regulators 
have increasingly been voicing their concerns. These regulatory 
statements have provided some much needed guidance on the 
regulators’ positions and there appears to be a growing consensus 
amongst the financial regulators on the perceived risks. Recent 
events have indicated the potential volatility of this market and 
the regulators  have the difficult task of balancing the need for 
greater innovation and competition in the  financial services sector 
with consumer protection and market stability. 
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“vAT is a tax that will be subject to continuous development, 
both in terms of the tax rate and activities. Improvements 
are expected to happen.”

his Excellency Abdulrahman Saleh Al Saleh,  
Director General of the Department of finance
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“The Department of Finance (DoF) was established by Dubai 
law No. 5/1995 and is responsible for overseeing all the Dubai 
Government’s financial and accounting affairs, and issuing the 
consolidated financial statements,” explains His Excellency 

Abdulrahman Saleh Al Saleh.
“The DoF also has responsibility for the development of the Dubai 

government’s general annual budget and the execution of that budget 
(along with all the relevant local government entities). In addition, 
the department, provides financial liquidity to relevant government 
entities and is responsible for transferring fund allocations to them,” 
His Excellency continues. “our other responsibilities include overseeing 
the preparation, approval and development of financial resources, and 
verifying the collection and provision of general revenues, while also 
supervising government banking accounts through the implementation 
of Government of Dubai’s financial law, Dubai law No. 1/2016.”

VAT
“The DoF was also part of the lead team which oversaw the devel-
opment and application of  Value Added Tax or VAT in the UAE,” 
Al Saleh states.

“In this context, as a new state in the tax system, creating 
the necessary tax awareness in the UAE was one of the most 
challenging parts of the implementation, especially as the tax has 
no impact on economic activities and traders, but instead on the 
end consumer.”

“All GCC member states have agreed to introduce VAT, in line 
with the objectives set out in the GCC Charter and GCC Economic 
Agreement, which aims to strengthen the economies of GCC state 
members and continue to take steps to establish the economic 
unity among them,” the DG of DoF adds. 

“The UAE and Saudi Arabia, implemented the regime on 1 
January 2018, on time, in line with the agreement,” His Excellency 
continues. “There has been a delay in some of the other member 
states but this does not signify a lack of integration or coordination 
but rather can be attributed to internal circumstances within each 
individual country’s legislative and regulatory systems, which will 
in turn determine their own date for VAT implementation.”

“Eventually, the GCC countries’ tax system will be completed 
and tailored to all the communities and all economic sectors in 
these individual countries.”

“The UAE tax system follows the European Union model very 
closely, which is based on invoices, self-estimation and effective 
tax refund systems. In addition, rapid expansion in the sectors 
that have zero-rated status, will further motivate, diversify and 
maintain the competitiveness of the national economy.”

“VAT is a tax that will be subject to continuous development, 
both in terms of the tax rate and activities. Improvements are 
expected to happen. Nevertheless, and most importantly, all 
alteration and improvements will be made only after studying 
all the relevant financial, economic and social aspects,” Al Saleh 
explains.

“The DoF is committed to improving the UAE VAT culture and 
environment through providing educational courses for government 
entities and a professional tax certificate for government employees 
which will be the first of its kind.”

“At present the Department is collaborating with other 
governmental and private sector bodies – who are represented in 
the Dubai Chamber on this matter.”

“Technology has also played a part in the roll out of VAT,” His 
Excellency explains. ”With VAT based on self-estimation and 

managed through tax registrars, the Federal Tax Authority has 
relied on the latest tax management regulations and has drawn 
on advanced levels in smart government programs and effective 
customs departments. Saying that, we do also anticipate a 
continuous development in this regard particularly in fields of tax 
declarations, recovery systems, and other tax operations.”

Tax Evasion
“I believe the penalty codes found in the Tax law will definitely 
deter tax crime in the UAE,”   His Excellency states.  “These codes 
were drawn up according to the best international standards on 
combating tax evasion and fraud through a combination of finan-
cial and criminal penalties,” the DG of the DoF states.

 ” I also believe that the number of tax evasion cases will greatly 
decrease due to both a selection of tax pattern policies that will 
make evasion difficult and a clear commitment in terms of activi-
ties and awareness programmes delivered by the Federal Tax 
Authority and local government.“

investment and innovation
“our wise leadership is keen on directing the government to stay 
abreast of continuous global developments in public finance 
management through the financial system law. Therefore it is 
the DoF’s mission to develop the principles of our worldwide-
recognised public finance management which showcases trans-
parency, stability, flexibility and responsibility.”

“We are interested in taking into consideration the set of rules 
that not only maintain and improve the government’s financial status 
but also ensures economic stability,”  His Excellency explains. 

”This stability is key to attracting investments, through keeping 
public debt and inflation levels both low and acceptable.”

“In terms of innovation,  in the DoF we develop our governmen-
tal revenues structure to ensure recent and future financial needs 
are met, further enhancing Dubai’s competitive value.”

Dubai’s Strategic plan 
“As we strive to fulfil the financial requirements to achieve the 
objectives in  the Dubai Strategic Plan 2021, it is vital to provide 
governmental services and infrastructure facilities which match 
the highest global standards,” His Excellency explains. 

“However, the financial system law also gives the opportunity 
to develop a medium-term framework for governmental invest-
ments and development projects in the Emirate.”

Financial Efficiency
“one of the DoF’s responsibilities is to advise the government 
on financial efficiency,” Al Saleh explains. “Since 2012, we have 
seen a consistently increasing surplus in the Dubai Government’s 
public budget.”

 “The DoF has successfully funded current expenditures by 
balancing the three categories (wages, government procurements, 
support and transfers) within Dubai Government through current 
revenues which depend mainly on governmental charges.“

”We will continue to support this efficiency through revenue 
development and raising the efficiency of government spending.”

Budget planning
“The medium-term budget planning approach the DoF has adopted 
is further reinforced by the Dubai Government Financial System 
law,” the DG of the DoF states. 

 ProfILE
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“Through its Smart Financial Planning Program, consolidated and 
linked financial systems have been designed for financial planning 
processes, and the preparation and management of budgets and 
financial plans in all government entities and support bodies.”

public private partnerships
“The DoF, along with Dubai government agencies, is currently 
implementing Dubai law No. 22/2015 on public-private partner-
ship in the emirate by prioritising partnership projects which are 
needed, and are in line with the best international standards,” His 
Excellency states. 

“We have a plan to manage and motivate the private sector 
to enter into partnerships with several government entities to 
ensure fair participation and alleviate the pressure on the Dubai 
Government’s public budget. “

“We are also working on establishing a public-private partner-
ship unit inside the DoF itself.”

we have a plan to manage and 
motivate the private sector to 
enter into partnerships with 

several government entities to 
ensure fair participation and 
alleviate the pressure on the 

Dubai Government’s public 
budget. we are also working on 

establishing a public-private 
partnership unit inside the Dof 

itself.”

his Excellency Abdulrahman
Saleh Al Saleh, 

Director General of the 
Department of finance

The Future
“our vision in the DoF is based on achieving financial excellence 
for a promising future alongside a globally competitive position,” 
Al Saleh adds.

 “At DoF we are guided by our corporate values which include 
transparency, positive energy, innovation, competitiveness, and 
effective partnerships, and in this way we will deliver a message 
of good governance of public money through advanced financial 
policies and systems which also support sustainable financing of 
the city’s development plans.”

“This approach is in line with the Dubai 2021 strategy, which is 
based on several key objectives,” His Excellency explains. 

“These objectives include the satisfaction of stakeholders, 
enhancement of financial stability, motivation of economic 
growth, ensuring the continuity of the government’s financial effi-
ciency, and finding corporate possibilities that support excellence 
and innovation.” 
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”with the vAT based on 
self-estimation and managed 
through tax registrars, the federal 
Tax Authority has relied on the latest 
tax management regulations and has 
drawn on advanced levels in smart 
government programs and effective 
customs departments.”

his Excellency Abdulrahman Saleh Al Saleh, 
Director General of the Department of finance



The new UAE Domestic Workers law (Federal law No. 
10/2017) stipulates rights and obligations for recruitment 
agencies, employers and domestic workers. Having inter-
viewed many domestic workers I have realised how few of 

them are aware  of this law so as legal professionals it is our moral 
and legal duty to inform them of their rights and obligations.

rigHTS AND OBligATiONS 
The Ministry of Human Resources and Emiratisation regulates the 
rights and obligations of all parties to the employment contract. 
The Ministry grants a recruitment license subject to the fulfillment 
of certain conditions, i.e. the person has to be a national of good 
conduct and reputation. The contract of employment between 
the worker and the  employer or the recruitment office needs to 
be improved by the Ministry prior to commencing activities. It is 
prohibited to employ a domestic worker under 18 or over 60 years 
of age. Recruitment offices  are not allowed to bring a worker over 
from their country unless they have informed them of the terms 
and conditions in the employment contract. The employment 
contract must include the type of work, duration of the contract, 
the probation period, the amount of the (comprehensive) wage, 
method of payment, the worker’s permitted leave, rest periods 
and the conditions which could result in the termination of the 
contract. No work is permitted without the worker’s consent,  
forced labour constitutes human trafficking. A monthly wage must 
be paid within 10 days from its due date. In addition, the worker’s 
comprehensive wage is due from the date of their entry into the 
UAE or the date of modification of their status. 

In the case of the death of the worker their heirs are granted 
a comprehensive wage for the month in which they died and any 
other entitlements. The sums due to the worker or their heirs also 
have a privilege over all the employer’s movable property and real 
estate and are paid directly after the amounts due to the Public 
Treasury and legal maintenance. The worker has the right to 14 
days wages per year end-of-service-gratuity, and if the period of 
their employment is less than a year, they are entitled to a gratuity 
for fractions in proportion to their days of work as long as they 
have completed one year of continuous service.

Domestic workers have the right to a weekly rest day with a 
comprehensive wage, although they can be employed on their 
weekly rest day provided they are given an alternative day off 
or a monetary allowance. Daily rest of a minimum 12 hours a day, 
including at least eight consecutive hours is also required. The 
worker has the right to 30 days annual leave upon completion of 
each year of employment, to be paid before taking it. 

If the period of service is less than one year and more than 
six months, they shall be entitled to two days of leave for each 
month. If the working conditions require the worker to work on 
their annual leave and the period of leave during which they worked 
is not carried forward to the following year, they have the right of 

payment of their wages plus a holiday pay for their work days equal 
to their basic wage.  In all cases, the worker may not be employed 
during their annual leave more than once during two consecutive 
years. Domestic workers  have the right to sick leave for a period 
of 30  days, with the first 15 days on a comprehensive wage and 
the next 15  without pay. 

Their employers must also pay the necessary compensation 
resulting from occupational diseases and workplace injuries, 
unless an insurance company pays this compensation. The 
employer must also bear the cost of a worker’s medical treat-
ment in accordance with the UAE health regulation. The employer 
must guarantee the worker’s right to retain their evidentiary 
documents, which means keeping a worker’s passport is strictly 
prohibited and illegal. 

pENAlTiES 
Anyone who prevents, or obstructs an employee from the perfor-
mance of their  work or who helps the worker to leave their work or 
provides housing for the purpose of exploiting or employing them 
illegally, is liable for a maximum six months imprisonment and or 
a fine of a minimum of 10,000 and a maximum of 100,000 AED. 

lawsuits filed by workers are exempt from all judicial fees in 
all stages of litigation. 

The Minister also nominates a Judicial officer to inspect recruit-
ment offices, workplaces and workers’ residences to control viola-
tions of the law.  

Any violation of the new domestic workers law’s provisions 
shall be null and void, even if the conditions have been set prior 
to this new law coming into force, unless it is more beneficial for 
the worker. 

With this new law, the UAE has set foot on a path which is 
headed in the right humanitarian direction. 
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Editor Sogol Kaveity explains how the new 
UAE law on domestic workers will impact 
them, their employers and employment 
agencies.
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In recent years business links between Dubai and Africa have been growing. however, an event held in Dubai in November allowed those interested in this area to network  
                                                             at the highest level, learn lessons from the past and brainstorm what the future might look like.

In November 2017, the Dubai Chamber organised the Global 
Forum Africa. The forum which focused on Pan African busi-
ness, trade infrastructure in East Africa and the  funding of 
the future economy there is a biannual event (with the next 

one likely to be held in November 2019). As well as exhibitors, 
the 5860 attendees included Fortune 500 CEos and those from 
universities, economists, media companies, retail organisations, 
government and the agricultural sector. 

The event which was reported as being well organised allowed 
individuals from Africa, the UAE and other countries to participate 

Global forum Africa –       1-2 November, Dubai

in facilitated networking. Ten African heads of state, including HE 
Paul Kagame,  President of Rwanda  and Chairman of the African 
Union were also present, along with 74 ministers and dignitaries.

With fast growing ties between Dubai and Africa the aim 
of the event which included over 160 distinguished speakers  
was to provide an opportunity to brainstorm the next phase 
of growth and development with the founders of Africa’s most 
innovative businesses. 

Specific areas covered included the potential for lever-
aging technology to accelerate growth in Africa, looking at 
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In recent years business links between Dubai and Africa have been growing. however, an event held in Dubai in November allowed those interested in this area to network  
                                                             at the highest level, learn lessons from the past and brainstorm what the future might look like.

the power of the continent’s emerging private sector, and 
opportunities for partnering and financing businesses there.

During the course of the two day forum, over 700 pre- 
scheduled investor meetings also took place. 

The programme which specifically identified countries and 
sectors with the best investment opportunities considered a 
host of topics including the potential role of entrepreneurship 
as a means of tackling slowing growth, how states in Africa could 
re-engineer perceptions of their countries and the creation of a 
pan African Bank. 

other areas of specific focus included a discussion on the 
way in which the private sector in Africa which has faced power 
shortages, has used renewable energy and mini-hydro stations 
and the lessons this work could have for businesses in other 
countries.  Mobile money and fintech solutions which have been 
pioneered in  Africa were also discussed.  Despite all this,  the 
focus of the event was not just business as attendees also had the 
opportunity to experience the work of young African and Emirati 
cultural entrepreneurs who were able to showcase photography, 
cuisine, music, art, fashion and design. 

Global forum Africa –       1-2 November, Dubai
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what brought you to the middle East? 
I came to Dubai around 17 years ago. Initially, we were looking to move 
to Hong Kong or Singapore but Dubai was emerging as a developing 
economy, so we decided instead to take a chance on things here and we 
are still here.  

Another reason for the move was that I come from  New Zealand and 
my wife is Scottish, so Dubai is (sort of) halfway between our two homes. 
We have three children now - all born in Dubai - who are enjoying a great 
active, sporting and multi-cultural life here too which is also important. 

Although, I’m originally from New Zealand, I had worked in the UK 
before coming here and am English law qualified. 

As most of the work in the region is English law or at least the English 
methodology in the M&A and equities spaces, the transition was rela-
tively easy. My family found on a personal level settling into life in Dubai 
was very straightforward.

 LAWYeRs’ HUB | SCoTT CAMPBELL

Scott Campbell, Managing Partner of Linklaters Dubai 
helped to build his firm’s presence in  the Middle East 
region, and as a corporate law specialist is pleased to 
now seeing more and more foreign investors also taking 
similar steps thanks in part to legislative changes in 
Dubai. 

Scott Campbell Managing Partner of Linklaters Dubai 
helped build his firm’s presence in the region

 and as a corporate law specialist is now seeing more 
foreign investors taking similar steps thanks in part 

to legislative changes.
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regional work 
Since I arrived here, I have always been based in Dubai but have a very 
regional business. In fact, I have done deals in every country in the region 
and always enjoy the difference between the different jurisdictions. 

While most have a similar legal framework, each has its own nuances and 
regulatory differences which make implementing deals a fresh challenge. 

work with linklaters
Initially I worked for another large English firm in Dubai before moving 
to linklaters. one of the reasons for that move was that I was involved in 
setting up linklaters in the region and as a start-up we were much smaller 
than my previous firm. That meant it was possible to shape the business 
and office culture in a way that suited our business plan, rather than 
inheriting an existing strategy. It was incredibly challenging but at the 
same time great fun. 

work as a managing partner
overall, I would say my work as a  Managing Partner is 
probably not that different from the roles I had earlier 
in my career.  Although, I do get to get involved now 
in other parts of the business (and in other practice 
areas) which I would not be involved in otherwise 
but overall, at linklaters we have a very consen-
sual culture and tend to work together on covering 
clients, business development and the bigger deci-
sions anyway. I have to confess though, I still prefer 
the transactional side of my job to management 
responsibilities.

At linklaters, we also tend to take a similar 
approach round the world, so the differences 
between my role as a Managing Partner in Dubai 
and that of Managing Partners in other jurisdictions, 
really depends on the different size of the offices. I  sit 
on various global committees of the firm and it’s clear 
from those, we tend to take a pretty similar approach 
to managing the firm across the world. I think that’s 
a good thing too, as it means we have a more unified 
approach to clients and culture.

Trends in Your Specialist Area
I specialise in corporate law and mergers and acquisi-
tions (M&A). We have had an incredibly busy last few 
years in this space in this region. 

Most recently we have seen a real upturn in 
interest from foreign investors, who are coming from 
all over the world and into different parts of the GCC 
but mainly the UAE and Saudi. 

We have also seen a lot more interest from 
regional companies who are looking to buy into 
other parts of the region. The increase of IPos here 
is also giving corporates and families different exit 
opportunities.

The  M&A market in the UAE is generally similar 
to that in other jurisdictions. Although, in the UAE we 
do see more activity around publicly listed companies 
undertaking more sophisticated deals, and changes 
to the UAE companies law in 2015 have helped to drive 
this. Many legal commentators felt the UAE Bankrupt-
cy law would change business practice in the UAE. We 
haven’t seen that yet but in time I think recent  legislative 
modernization in areas including bankruptcy and insol-
vency should benefit the entire UAE economy.

UAE Corporate governancer
As a corporate lawyer operating in this jurisdiction, 
I would say the UAE already has strong regulatory 
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support for sensible corporate governance standards, which 
are found both in the Companies law and Securities and 
Commodities Authority (SCA) requirements. 

Further legislative developments probably aren’t necessary 
in this area. 

However, cultural acceptance can take time and continuing to 
require companies to disclose their adherence to the governance 
requirements will help develop acceptance. 

It isn’t that hard for companies to pay lip-service to corporate 
governance structures, the challenge for them is to accept them 
as part of their decision making processes. 

VAT
2018 is obviously the year of VAT in the UAE. At present it is not 
having a major impact on the sort of advice and services clients 
are looking for. However, what is clear is that the rise of tax and 
tax structuring in the UAE and wider GCC, will continue to make 
deal execution more sophisticated and will mean deals need 
to be more carefully measured, which will be a good thing for 
everyone in the longer term.

impACT OF VAT ON COrpOrATE lAw
Already I am starting to see an impact on my practice area. For 
example, a lot more time is now being spent on structuring, tax 
due diligence and discussions around tax allocation. 

It can be an eye opener for some corporates too when they 
discover there have been taxes applicable in many parts of this 
region for some time now. When it comes to the potential impact 
of VAT on specific industries,  linklaters works across a range of 

sectors, and in all honesty, I wouldn’t say we have seen particular 
structural changes as a result of the introduction of VAT in any 
of those sectors.

However, VAT and tax compliance is now developing in 
the region, and we do regularly work closely with the Big 
Accountancy Firms, on these matters, particularly on the more 
pan-regional deals where their geographic coverage can be 
important.

wHiCH OF YOUr m&A TrANSACTiONS ArE YOU mOST 
prOUD OF?
Although, it was a little while ago, the M&A transaction, I’m most 
proud to have been involved in was the Emirates NBD merger. It 
was a deal which was incredibly unique at the time as up until then, 
nothing similar had been done regionally. 

It was also a great team effort, as all the advisers involved 
worked together to get a deal closing very 

A DEAl THAT impACTED THE rEgUlATOrY lANDSCApE
Although not quite M&A, I am also very proud of the Emaar Malls 
IPo, where  we faced and overcame similar challenges to the 
Emirates NBD merger.  

Deals like Emaar Malls are firsts and that deal also helped 
open the UAE equities markets to foreign investors and raise 
disclosure standards and processes around IPos.  

What was also interesting was the 2015 UAE Companies law 
also adopted many parts of the Emaar Malls process, so I would 
like to think that deal also helped move both the investment and 
regulatory landscape forward in the Emirates. 
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The DIFC Authority have published a draft of their DIFC 
Employment law (DIFC law No. 6/2018) and have rec-
cently completed a one month consultation period on 
the proposed changes. Although, DIFC law No. 4/2005 

(as amended by DIFC law No. 3/2012) remains in force until an 
enactment notice is published, there are a number of signifi-
cant proposals in this draft law, worth reviewing now.

lATE pAYmENT ON TErmiNATiON
one area which has caused particular problems has been the 
penalty imposed on employers who fail to pay wages and other 
amounts owing to employees within 14 days of termination of 
their employment under Article 18 of DIFC law No. 4/2005. 
This area has been a major concern for employers, as those 
who fail to pay these amounts within the deadline must pay a 
penalty equal to one day’s wages per day the amount remains 
unpaid and there is currently no maximum penalty. In Front-
line Development Partners limited v Asif Hakim Adil [2016] 
DIFC CA 006, DIFC Case No. 006/2016, the DIFC Court of 
Appeal awarded the employee, Mr Adil over USD $1.6 million 
as a penalty and confirmed a strict interpretation was taken 
to Article 18; and no matter how small the underpayment 
on termination is, the employer is liable to pay the penalty 
imposed by the current law. This can create problems, particu-
larly when litigation is involved and it is a long time until the 
amount owed is confirmed.

The penalty regime imposed by Article 18 of  DIFC law No. 
4/2005 has been seen by some as a sledgehammer to crack 
a nut. Most people agree it is good to have an incentive for 
employers to pay employees’ end of service entitlements 
without delay but this Article lacks refinement and as the 
DIFC Courts have noted can lead to harsh consequences. For 
example, if an employer inadvertently miscalculated an item 
due on termination and underpaid the employee by one AED, 
the employee could currently wait for up to six years to file a 
claim, and the employer would have to pay wages payable over 

almost the entire period since termination.
The proposed changes have identified the 

defects in Article 18 of DIFC law No. 4/2005 and 
have proposed refinements to prevent these harsh 
situations. The draft DIFC law No. 6/2018 includes 
a de minimis qualification. Employees who claim an 
underpayment must also show the unpaid amount 
is in excess of 5% of the full amount due on termi-
nation. A cap on the maximum amount (equal to six 
months’ wages) which can be awarded as a penalty 
payment is also proposed.

The DIFC Courts will also have discretion to 
reduce or waive the penalty if the Court considers 
the penalty is unreasonable and there are two poten-
tial examples of what could be ‘unreasonable’. These 
are when litigation has extended over a significant 
time period and it is likely to be unreasonable for 
the penalty to continue for the whole period, and 
when the employee caused the payment delay. It 
is obvious why the Court should have discretion to 
avoid harsh or absurd outcomes, but uncertainty on 
the Court’s interpretation of ‘unreasonable’ could 
lead to more litigation when employers feel they have 
valid grounds for a failure or payment delay.

DiSCrimiNATiON rEmEDiES
Discrimination remedies have been another problem 
in the current law.  Although discrimination is prohib-
ited, the law includes no remedy when an employer 
has discriminated, so changes to Article 58 of DIFC 
law No. 4/2005 are intended to plug this gap. In 
addition, ‘pregnancy’ and ‘age’ have been added to 
the list of grounds which attract protection from 
discriminatory treatment.

When an employee feels they may be the victim of 
discrimination, it is proposed there will be a means 
by which they can request information to assess if 
this is the case. 

This includes the right to submit questions to the 
employer in line with, as yet, unpublished guidelines 
in supplementary Regulations.

If the employer refuses to comply with this 
request, it is proposed the employee will be able to 
ask the DIFC Courts to issue an order compelling 
them to do so.

However, employees who wish to make a claim 
alleging they are victims of discrimination, must 
initiate the claim within six months of the date 
of the discriminatory act. (Article 60(11) of DIFC 
law No. 6/2018 also envisages situations where 
there are a sequence of discriminatory acts by an 
employer and the six month time limit starts at the 
end of the period when the acts occurred.)

The Court can also make a declaration or recom-
mendation (i.e. action to be taken by the employer) 
or award an amount equal to the employee’s Annual 
Wage as compensation. The compensation award 
can be increased to two times the employee’s Annual 
Wage if the employer fails to comply with a recom-
mendation.

CLoSING ThE 
GAPS

The DIfC issued a new draft employment law 
for consultation. Jamie Liddington of hadef & 
Partners looks at the reasons for the changes 
and their potential impact.
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TErmiNATiON FOr CAUSE
one of the most controversial of the proposals could be 
the changes to Article 59A of DIFC law No. 4/2005 which 
proposes removing an employer’s ability to withhold 
payment of the end of service gratuity when an employ-
ee’s employment is terminated for cause. This is a shift 
away from the position in Federal law No.  8/1980 but the 
DIFC Authority’s logic is that this gratuity is similar to a 
pension so it is unfair for employees to lose this benefit 
which may have been accrued over many years due to a 
single act of misconduct – even if it is a serious one.

DIFC law No.  6/2018 also proposes that an employee 
who terminates their employment for cause citing their 
employer’s unreasonable conduct (i.e. constructive 
dismissal) may claim an amount equal to their Annual 
Wage as compensation. This is a significant change in the 
previous approach on protection from unfair dismissal in 
the DIFC which led to the DIFC Court of Appeal decision 
in Hana Al Herz v the Dubai International Financial Centre 
Authority [2014] DIFC CA 004, DIFC Case No. 004/2014 
where it was confirmed the law does not afford any protec-
tion from unfair dismissal. Although this proposal does 
not go as far as some jurisdictions, e.g. England and Wales, 
employees could claim compensation arising from the 
manner of their dismissal. 

However, the compensation provision only applies 
when employees terminate their employment for 
cause and not when employers terminate employ-
ment for cause.

ATYpiCAl wOrkiNg ArrANgEmENTS
DIFC law No. 6/2018 also attempts to clarify how the 
law applies to part-time and short term employees (see 
Article 16) and that certain categories of employee, e.g 
those employed by a local or Federal government entity 
established by decree or seconded to a DIFC establish-
ment do not gain the full protections under DIFC law 
No. 6/2018 (see Article 4(2)). Clarification was needed 
on what constitutes secondment which DIFC law No.  
6/2018 defines as a temporary transfer, although often 
what begins as a secondment becomes permanent 
employment. The Part-Time and Short Term employee 
clarifications are positive as DIFC employers have until 
now, had some doubt about the extent of entitlements 
and obligations which apply to employees in anything 
but full-time permanent roles.

wOrkiNg TimE AND lEAVE
Generally, DIFC law No. 6/2018 seems to be aligning 
DIFC employment law with that outside of the DIFC 
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(under Federal law No. 8/1980) by reducing current generous 
entitlements to paid sick leave to 10 days full pay and the next 20 
days at half pay.

It is also proposed Paternity leave and Pay will be introduced for 
any male employee with over 12 months’ continuous employment 
before the expected or actual week of birth or adoption. Minimum 
Paternity leave of five working days at full pay is also proposed and 
Paternity leave can be taken at any time within the first month of 
the child being born or adopted.

ViCAriOUS liABiliTY OF EmplOYErS
Article 51 of DIFC law No. 6/2018 aims to clarify an employer’s liabil-
ity for their employee’s conduct (i.e. vicarious liability). This is not 
an entirely new provision but existing obligations under DIFC law 
No. 4/2005 are clarified and brought in line with the position under 
English law.  If these proposals are accepted, employers will only be 
liable for their employee’s acts, if it is shown the employee’s act was 
sufficiently connected with what they were authorised or expected 
to do or the employer did not take adequate steps to prevent them 
carrying out that act.

FiNES AND pENAlTiES
Under  DIFC law No.  4/2005 several provisions impose obliga-
tions on employers but there are no consequences for failing 
to adhere to them.  Article 9 of DIFC law No.  6/2018 proposes 

a fine and penalties regime for obligations imposed by the new 
law.  DIFC law No. 6/2017, Sch 3 sets out a list of potential infrac-
tions and their corresponding fine or penalty.  For example, 
employers who fail to provide employees with a written employ-
ment contract within seven days of the date their employment 
begins or, if that written contract fails to comply with Article 
13 of DIFC law  No. 6/2018’s requirements, will be fined USD 
$2,000. In addition, employers who fail to cancel or transfer an 
employee’s sponsorship on termination of their employment, 
will be fined USD $2,000.

DIFC law No. 6/2018 seems to strike a better balance between 
the rights of employers and employees in the DIFC, in particular on 
Article 18 of DIFC law No. 4/2004 penalty payments and provides 
a sensible, balanced suite of remedies on discrimination. 

However, there is some concern the termination for 
cause proposals could add confusion in a relatively settled 
area, where since 2014 there has been a clear, consistent 
approach from the courts. This could also result in greater 
numbers of resignations in order to pre-empt an employer’s 
decision to terminate for cause triggering potential claims 
for  compensation. 

“The part-time and 
short-term employee 
clarifications are a positive 
step as DIfC employers 
have until now had some 
doubts about the extent 
of their entitlements and 
obligations to anything 
but employees in full-time 
permanent roles.”
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LeGAL teCHnoLoGY

Legal Tech: Gaining 
the Power to Disrupt
recent surveys have suggested a technological tipping point in the legal 
industry is on its way, Steven hunt and Maria Deus of Dwf look at the sort 
of technology which may bring about these changes.

The rapid pace of technological change and pressure on law-
firms to reduce costs and increase volume has created a 
renewed emphasis on the need to use technology.  Up until 
now, technological developments in the legal industry have 

been relatively modest and mainly focused on streamlining pro-
cess driven roles. 

Whilst this has resulted in a decline in the traditional back office 
functions, such as unwieldly typing pools and post rooms, it has 
had little impact on the traditional law firm model which is still domi-
nated by highly skilled qualified lawyers. 

CHANgE COmiNg
However, a recent report by Deloitte has predicted there will be a
technological ‘tipping point’ in 2020, when we will see fewer ‘tradi-
tional lawyers’ in law firms and greater opportunities for sales
executives, project managers and technology experts.

Despite this imminent sea change, a survey published by the 
law Society in England and Wales in January 2017 has recorded 
a gap in the top 100 UK law firms between those acknowledging 
the need to change and those taking the first steps toward innova-
tion. The law Society believe this is caused by a variety of factors 
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including a lack of confidence, funding, awareness of how to begin 
and a disconnect with senior decision makers. As a result, more 
than half of the respondent law firms stated they were likely to 
‘wait and see’, leaving it to pioneers and second adopters to take 
up the mantle of change.

This article outlines some of the latest trends in technological 
advancements in the legal industry including artificial intelligence, 
robotic and other forms of  ‘disruptive’ technology.

TECHNOlOgiCAl OpTiONS
There are trends developing in technological advancement in 
the legal industry, including growing use of artificial intelligence, 
robotic and other forms of  ‘disruptive technology’. These innova-
tions are mainly aimed at encouraging lawyers to work smarter, 
not harder by facilitating greater efficiency and economies of scale 
and accuracy. The end game is to create greater value for clients 
and to free lawyers to focus on purely advisory roles.
 1.  Data analytics:  In this case machine learning algorithms detect
patterns in raw data and apply them to automate specific tasks. 
These products are generally designed to simplify and accelerate-
completion of transactional work. For example, software is now 
available which provides drafting tools for both lawyers and non-
lawyers. These tools can create contracts and reports in a fraction 
of the time taken by a qualified lawyer. There is also software 
which can automate and triage review of third party documents. 
However, as well as creating legal documents, advanced analytic

techniques are often used to assist law firms in time consuming 
and costly tasks like document disclosure, by using key words and 
predictive coding rather than manual searches.
 2. Digital assistants:  Advances in natural language process-
ing have fuelled a new generation of lawbots or ‘Robolawyers’. 
This technology can be used to facilitate virtual web chats and 
provide general guidance to clients. It also has the potential to 
direct lawyers in the day to day case conduct. Usually artificial 
intelligence sits behind the solution so it can learn and improve. 
This technology will inevitably encompass virtual reality, which 
could be used to provide a unique immersive experience, assist-
ing staff training, for example providing court room simulations 
for junior lawyers.
3. Software-as-a-Service: The current trend in legal service 
pricing is toward fixed fees. However, this approach can have 
limitations, particularly when a law firm achieves time and cost 
savings through use of technology. As a result , large law firms 
are increasingly moving toward offering alternative methods 
of fee charging, including the use of tailored software packages 
either as a service or through pay-as -you-go arrangements. Types 
of software currently available include centralised cloud based 
management services which are designed to manage risk and 
address the needs of clients’ businesses. These packages can 
monitor regulatory compliance and property portfolios, while 
mitigating risk, managing incidents and trending root causes.
4. Predictive analytics: The future of technological innovation is 
often seen as being in predictive analytics. This involves extracting 
information from a large volume of data in order to predict trends 
and outcomes. Although time consuming to develop, this type of 
software could ultimately assist law firms and in-house General 
Counsel to manage risk. For example, a statistical model has 
already been developed in the US which can predict the outcome 
of 71% of Supreme Court cases. Whilst the legal tech revolution 
is still in its early stages, technological innovation currently being 
seen in law firms has the potential to fundamentally change the 
legal industry, and challenge a traditional law firm model which up 
until now has seemed impervious to change. 
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Initial Coin offerings (ICos) have raised over US$6 billion 
and in 2017, they surpassed both angel and early stage 
venture capital funding.  ICo issuers offer virtual coins or 
tokens which are typically created and disseminated us-

ing distributed ledger or blockchain technology. These coin 
or token holders may gain additional rights over cash hold-
ers, such as rights to access the platform, use certain ser-
vices or software, or participate in the project in some way. 
In some cases, holders may also have rights to a return on 
their investment or to participate in a share of the returns 
provided by the project or the company backing it.  Post-
issuance, holders may also trade virtual coins or tokens in 
secondary markets on virtual currency exchanges or other 
platforms.  Typically, ICos are announced on cryptocurrency 
forums and websites through white papers describing the 
project , the ICo’s key terms, and points such as subscription 
details and timelines. 

glOBAl rEgUlATOrY DEVElOpmENT 
As both startups and traditional multinationals, increas-
ingly use ICos as a funding mechanism and means of 
breaking down historic barriers to entry, regulators have 
increased scrutiny on this area.  over a dozen global finan-
cial services and regulatory bodies are currently working 
on whether crypto currencies or utility tokens should be 
treated as securities or commodities. These include the 
UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), the European 
Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA), the German 
Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin), the Swiss Financial 
Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA), the US Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) and Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission (CFTC) who have all released state-
ments on ICos and tokens in the last six months. These 
statements have also reminded issuers and investors that 
coins or tokens issued via an ICo fall within the full scope of 
securities law in those jurisdictions, if they meet relevant 
characteristics for a security,  whether the coins or tokens 

are labelled as a ‘utility’ coin or token.  Certain jurisdic-
tions, including China, have also prohibited fundrais-
ing through ICos and have required funds raised via 
ICos to be returned to investors. other jurisdictions 
like Gibraltar and Belarus have also announced specific 
regulatory regimes tailored to ICos which are designed 
to attract ICo issuers. In the US, the SEC recently 
issued a cease and desist order on the Munchee Inc. 
(Munchee) ICo  showing how regulators will look to 
substance over form in determining if an ICo token 
is a security.  Munchee, a California-based company, 
was in the process of offering digital tokens (‘MUN’ 
tokens) to investors through an ICo when SEC ruled 
the ICo was an offering of securities without registra-
tion or an available exemption, although digital tokens 
offered and sold in the ICo were intended to have a 
utility function. This order demonstrates that relevant 
facts and circumstances reviewed by regulators when 
assessing if a token is a security will not be limited to 
the rights and interests the tokens are purported to 
provide holders themselves, which may be of a utility 
or consumptive nature, but will also include the manner 
of the offering, and how tokens are marketed and if 
the promoter touted a potential increase in token 
value and any promise of secondary market trading. 
In Switzerland, FINMA has also published guidance on 
how it will apply financial market legislation to ICos 
and is the first national regulator to provide this type 
of clarity. Its approach focuses on the function and 
transferability of tokens, as these features determine 
which regulatory areas are relevant. It will look at the 
underlying economic purpose of a token, and, if there 
are no universally agreed categories, it has suggest-
ed its own individual token classifications - payment 
token, utility token, and asset token. FINMA’s guidelines 
also encourage issuers to approach the regulator for 
guidance on their ICo’s characterization from a Swiss 
legal perspective. BaFin has also released guidance 
on ICos and token offerings, and its regulatory treat-
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INITIAL CoIN offErINGS

whAT’S ThE 
rEAL NATUrE 
of YoUr ICo?

The use of Initial Coin offerings (ICos) to 
raise funds is increasing, as is  scrutiny of 
them by the regulators.  Brian Meenagh and 
Eyad Latif of Latham & watkins explain why 
understanding the real nature of an ICo is so 
important to the regulators.
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ment of ICos is a matter of securities law compliance. It stresses 
tokens are subject to general financial regulatory rules if they 
qualify as a regulated financial instrument, i.e. there is no ICo 
specific regulatory regime, which is  similar to UK, Swiss,  Hong 
Kong, and Singaporean regulators. 

UAE rEgUlATiON
In the UAE, the Central Bank, Securities and Commodities 
Authority (ESCA), DIFC Financial Services Authority (DFSA), and 
the ADGM Financial Services Regulatory Authority (FSRA) all 
potentially have jurisdiction over ICos, depending on their type 
and where they are issued or marketed.  At the time of writing, 
the Central Bank have yet to issue regulations or formal guidance 
on ICos, but this should not be taken as guidance. The DFSA 
issued a statement in September 2017 which stated, it would 
like to make it clear it does not currently regulate these types 
of product offerings or license firms in the DIFC to undertake 
these activities. So before engaging with any persons promoting 
such offerings in the DIFC, or making any financial contribution 
towards them, potential investors are urged to exercise caution 
and undertake due diligence to understand the risks involved. 
The FRSA also issued guidance which stated, issuances of Secu-
rities (as defined in Section 258 of FSMR), whether through a 
DlT platform or other means, will have no difference in their 
treatment under their regulatory framework. Issuers/market 
actors trying to raise funds in a regulated, robust and transpar-
ent manner using new business models or technologies like  DlT 
are encouraged to engage with the FRSA as early as possible 
in the fundraising process. In February the ESCA also issued a 
circular which stated it does not recognise, regulate, or supervise 
any ICo presently and that ICo investments are not offered legal 
or regulatory protection, so investors involved in ICo invest-
ments do so at their own risk. As interest in issuing, marketing 
and participating in ICos in the UAE develops, guidance issued 
by the regulators will likely develop. 

iCO STrUCTUriNg AND iSSUiNg CONSiDErATiONS
However, in jurisdictions where ICos are not prohibited, but 
are subject to local securities regulations, issuers must  under-

stand the questions regulators are asking to determine if a coin 
offering will be considered a traditional security or a utility coin 
or token.  As a general rule, tokens are likely to fall within the 
financial instrument definition  if they do any of the following:
1  give the holder a right to share in the capital or participate in 

project profits derived from the efforts of others;
2  create a transferable debt instrument; or
3  create an instrument in favour of the holder, with value based 

on an underlying index, commodity, currency, or other asset.
Any prospective ICo issuer must also consider in advance the 

ICo’s legal implications and structuring options. Key structuring 
questions include:
1  What is the issuer’s target market or jurisdictions? (How can 

the issuer ensure its offering will only be made to that target 
market, to avoid triggering securities laws in unintended juris-
dictions? Determining which jurisdictions an issuer will make 
an offer in may also be difficult if an issuer publishes a public 
whitepaper over the internet, so password protection and IP 
address verification may become the norm.)

2  Does the issuer want the coin or token to fall outside the defini-
tion of a security, which may limit their purpose?

3  If the issuer wants the coin or token to have an investment 
purpose can the issuer rely on an exemption or combination 
of exemptions in target jurisdictions to limit the impact of 
securities laws or requirements (e.g. through structuring the 
ICo as a private placement)? Does the issuer want to make a 
public offer and comply with the full scope of securities laws 
and requirements?

4  Are there other innovative structures which might achieve 
the issuer’s aims?
Although ICos may be blazing a new path through traditional 

fund-raising mechanisms,some issuers and investors may get 
burned in testing out the new path limits.  Careful consideration 
of the  nature of the offering is needed, to ensure familiarity 
with the regulatory landscape in relevant jurisdictions before 
issuance and can help protect issuers and potential investors.
Frank Bierwirth, Donya Fredj, Charlotte Collins, David l. Concan-
non, Stuart Davis, Marcus C. Funke, Rob Moulton, Andrew Moyle, 
Wenchi Hu, Simon Hawkins, Vivian A. Maese, Axel Schiemann, 
Federico F. Soddu, and Stephen P. Wink helped with this article. 
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 BUsIness HUB | MArTIN hoMBErGEr 

Martin Homberger Regional Head of Legal at 
Barclays  talks about the changes his business 
had to 
make to implement VAT and other UAe 
reforms which have helped the banking sector.

BACkgrOUND
I grew up in Norwich in England and studied history at Haverford College in Pennsylvania. 
After graduation, I spent time teaching English in Hungary and Romania before return-
ing to the UK to study law and joined Clifford Chance in  london where I spent seven 
years largely working on corporate finance and restructuring transactions, with stints 
in Tokyo and Budapest.  later I worked at Deutsche Bank in london as a lawyer in their 
Global Markets legal team. I was based on the trading floor and worked with traders, 
structurers and sales professionals to structure complex financial products. I  was then 
given the opportunity to move to Dubai to help set up the bank’s regional legal team and 
relocated here in 2007.

However, in 2010, I was appointed regional Head of legal at Barclays Capital, and I now 
cover all Barclays’ businesses in the Middle East and am responsible for their country 
coverage teams in other Emerging Markets in EME.
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BArClAYS’ OpErATiONS
Barclays serves clients across the MENA region through our 
branches in onshore UAE (Central Bank licensed), the DIFC and 
Qatar Financial Centre. The Middle East is one of the few loca-
tions outside the UK and US where almost all the businesses of 
Barclays International (the part of Barclays outside of the UK ring-
fenced bank which was set up at the start of April) are active as 
our  Corporate and Investment Bank and Private Bank and overs-
esas Services (PB&oS) businesses are present on the ground and 
support regional clients. 

our Investment Bank provides financial advisory, capital 
raising, financing and risk advisory services to large regional 
corporates, sovereigns and financial institutions here. our 

Corporate Bank provides banking, cash management, financing 
and trade and payment solutions, e.g. clearing, to corporate and 
financial institutions. our overseas Services business provides 
offshore banking and investment advisory services to mass 
affluent clients. Following a strategic review Barclays took the 
decision to  focus on our core strengths and sell our UAE onshore 
retail business in 2014.  our  Corporate Banking Business is largely 
booked onshore in the UAE while our Investment Banking and 
PB&oS businesses are  booked to Barclays’ offices in international 
locations such a Geneva and london. We prioritise our efforts 
on certain areas and the Middle East is a very important market 
for us. our Private Bank supports a range of high and ultra-high 
net worth clients, key clients and family offices. These clients 
are usually sophisticated and multi-banked with high service 
expectations. They want their private bank to help them grow 
and protect their wealth, and support them with succession 
planning to ensure that wealth is passed to the next generation in 
the most efficient manner.  They are very focused on performance 
and execution, want  bespoke financial solutions, and expect their 
private bank to act as a gateway to the capabilities of our wider 
Barclays Group, including our corporate and investment bank.  
Private Bank clients in the region are also very interested in real 
estate investments  particularly in the UK and mainland Europe 
– so our Private Bank here  works very closely with our Private 
Bank businesses in london, Geneva and Monaco. other than 
certain limited areas (e.g, Sukuk), we don’t currently offer Islamic 
Finance solutions in the Middle East. There remain some chal-
lenges, including the need for greater consistency and the Dana 
Gas dispute has created some legal uncertainty, but long term 
prospects for Islamic Finance are very positive and we continue 
to monitor developments. 

CHANgES iN THE rEgiON
Barclays has been working in this region for over 150 years and we 
have seen a huge amount of economic and social change during this 
period.  While Middle East economies have some distinctive features, 
including the impact of oil and expat labour, the overall pattern of 
economic development has been similar to high-growth regions 
in other parts of the world.  Rapid growth in the real economy has 
spurred the development of the banking sector (both regional banks 
and international players), to support that activity.  As the economy 
has developed, clients’ financial needs have become more complex 
and they have become more sophisticated.  one challenge has been 
that the pace of economic growth over the last two decades or so 
has been so great that it has perhaps made it more difficult for the 
legal and regulatory framework to keep pace. The volume of recent 
legislative initiatives and focus on policy in this area highlights that 
stakeholders appreciate the importance of a consistent, effective 
legal regime to support economic growth and investment.

VAT
The overall introduction of VAT has gone relatively smoothly,  but 
the tight timeframe was a challenge for banks as there were only 
five weeks from publication of the final executive regulations to 
the go-live date on 1 January 2018 which gave banks limited time to 
implement changes to their platforms.  our team worked round the 
clock to ensure that the changes were made and tested before the 
tax law went live. We had to make some quite material changes from 
an operational and technology perspective to ensure that we could 
properly implement VAT. 
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These included changes to our core banking systems to ensure 
they could segregate between in-scope and out of scope clients 
and transactions so  we could issue tax compliant invoices, and 
amending our financial systems to ensure we could meet the new 
accounting and reporting requirements. 

Customer outreach  was also needed to obtain our client’s tax 
registration numbers. 

There has also been some uncertainty on whether banks could 
add VAT onto their charges or had to absorb it in their current 
pricing arrangements. 

Hopeful this will be clarified in the near future. Although, we 
haven’t had to introduce any new financial services or products 
specifically as a result of VAT, we continue to work with many 
clients to help them manage their working capital and liquidity 
efficiently following this change. 

TrADE FiNANCE
As the UAE has grown as an international commercial hub there’s 
been a related increase in the need for trade finance products 
to help clients mitigate their risk when trading with suppliers 
and purchasers, who are often located in different jurisdictions. 
We offer a range of trade finance products which offer differ-
ent levels of risk mitigation depending on the commercial rela-
tionship clients have with their trading partners, which include 
discounting invoices to accelerate cash flows to support open 
account trading and issuing letters of credit.  

Recently, we have noticed some multinationals in the region 
moving away from open account trading terms  to requiring their 
clients to  use more secure payment methods such as letter of 
credit or standby lCs. 

rEgUlATOrY COmpliANCE
There are a number of areas where banks face issues in the 
region that they don’t elsewhere, although these are gradually 
being addressed as part of the region’s wider legal and regulatory 

development. The development of financial free zones like the 
ADGM and DIFC has been very successful but has raised a number 
of difficult questions, such as how firms in the freezones should 
deal with clients in the onshore jurisdiction, where the regulatory 
perimeter should fall, and how the respective regulators should 
work together.  

There is also often a fair degree of legal and regulatory uncer-
tainty relating to the provision of cross-border financial services 
activity in the region, so we hope over time so-called ‘tolerated 
practices’ will be replaced by more formal regulatory frame-
works with appropriate exemptions for activities with sophis-
ticated and/or institutional clients. 

one example of this occurring  is the SCA introduction and 
promotion regulations in 2016 which  have created an  express 
licensing regime for financial promotions in the UAE.

As with the wider UAE society, the legal and regulatory 
regime here is rapidly changing. While there have been limited 
examples of procedures in the new UAE bankruptcy law being  
used, this law nonetheless is a material improvement on 
the insolvency provisions in the old Companies law and will 
undoubtedly improve the position for future restructurings, 
and reduce uncertainty or need for bespoke insolvency regimes 
for different entities.  

Similarly Federal law No. 20/2016 will also substantially 
improve the process of taking and registering security over a 
range of immoveable assets, which will make it easier for banks 
to effectively lend against a wider range of assets. 

looking forward, I would love to see greater legal certainty 
relating to the enforceability of derivatives and financial collateral 
which would help with the recognition of netting in the UAE.  In the 
current global regulatory environment it is very important for 
banks to  be able to allocate capital effectively and improved legal 
certainty would be  very helpful for local financial institutions and 
would also help UAE clients and businesses  with improved pricing 
and credit availability. 
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LEGAL GALA

In November, the DIFC Academy of law hosted its annual legal 
Gala – a celebration of legal work in Dubai, the UAE and wider 
Middle East. The event enabled Middle East legal practitioners 
to celebrate as a unified international legal community, award 

achievements and highlighted the role practitioners are playing 
in the development of the legal system in the region. The event’s 
international flavour was highlighted by the presence of Justice 
Judith Prakash from Singapore who recently joined the DIFC 
Courts’ international bench, and the Singaporean Ambassador 
Samuel Tan, whose attendance was particularly appropriate 
as the DIFC Academy of law was imodelled on the Singapore 
Academy of law. David Gallo, Director of the DIFC Academy of 
law stated the evening was an ideal opportunity to say thank you 
for contributions made by members of the legal profession to the 
DIFC Dispute Resolution Authority over the year and explained how 
support for the event (sponsored by lexis Middle East, Barbri the 
legal education provider, the American University of the Emirates, 
Thompson Reuters, BMW, asset recovery company SAS, and outer 
Temple Chambers) was enabling the Academy to pursue its pro bono 
work and other key projects. 

THE ACADEmY OF lAw’S wOrk
David Gallo explained how the Academy’s mission is ‘delivering 
legal education in the Middle East that has global value’ and noted 
this was consistent with the Dubai Vision which is that ‘Justice and 
Education are vital pillars for economic development’. He went on 
to explain how Academy’s strategy has been to attempt to fill gaps 
in traditional legal education by devising new ways of preparing 
lawyers for international commercial law practice, and added as 
global corporate clients conduct their business in multiple legal 
systems, the most effective international lawyers serve the needs 
of their clients in an increasingly complex legal environment. The 
Academy organises its activities around five main areas which 
include learning and development, legal community develop-
ment, publications, practitioner regulation and provision of pro 
bono services. Its objectives include increasing cross jurisdic-
tion professional competencies, promoting ethical practices and 
creating the IP of the legal profession. Dr Michael Hwang, Chief 
Justice of the DIFC Courts and Head of the DIFC Dispute Resolu-
tion Authority also stated that, ‘Here in Dubai we have focused 
on raising the knowledge of our local civil lawyers about common 
laws in general and DIFC laws and procedures in particular since 
this is a new topic to virtually every civil lawyer since there is not 
yet any formal university instruction in these subjects in Dubai’. 

He added that as this first stage of the programme was now firmly 
established and ongoing, the Academy of law was now turning its 
attention to educating local common lawyers in civil law especially 
UAE law, and with the possible exception of Quebec, the DIFC may be 
the only jurisdiction teaching common law to civil lawyers and civil law 
to common l aw lawyers . The Chief Justice added the Academy had 
also been inspired by the Singapore Academy of law to build up 
an established portfolio of legal publications on a range of topics 
of practical use to practitioners. He noted this had begun with the 
laws of the DIFC book series which are commentaries on the laws 
of the DIFC and the first writings on the DIFC laws on a compre-
hensive basis.The presence of the DIFC DRA’s founding father Sir 
Anthony Evans was noted and he was thanked for his ongoing active 
involvement in the development of the DIFC’s legal capabilities in his 
capacity as President of the Dubai World Tribunal. Dr Hwang also 
reflected on the way in which it would have been hard to imagine at 
the start that it was possible to develop the DIFC Courts to such a 
peak of excellence that developing countries from all over the world 
are now knocking at its doors and asking to tap into the Courts’ 
expertise in developing a financial centre with an independent 
legal system from the rest of the host country. The DRA is currently 
involved in a consultancy project providing advice to Kazakhstan on 
the development of the Astana International Financial Centre (AIFC) 
. Dr Hwang ended by asking the audience to applaud the Academy 
of law and the DRA stating, ‘They deserve your accolades which 
will inspire them to serve you better’. 

Celebrating Success
The DIfC’s Academy of Law and Dispute resolution Authority held a gala to celebrate 
their successes and honour those who have helped support their many initiatives.

lEgAl gAlA AwArD wiNNErS
YOUNg lAwYEr OF THE YEAr
luke Tapp, Senior Associate, pinsent masons

lAwYErS’ lAwYEr OF THE YEAr
Jamie liddington, partner & Head of Employment, Hadef & 
parners

lEgAl EDUCATiON lAw Firm OF THE YEAr
Clyde & Co llp

prO BONO lAwYEr OF THE YEAr
philippa English, Associate, Holman Fenwick willan middle 
East llp

prO BONO lAw Firm OF THE YEAr
DlA piper middle East llp
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Courts of the Future: one universal language

CoUrTS of ThE fUTUrE

When something truly innovative, like the 
hyperloop, hits the market, new legal ques-
tions of liability, and applicable laws and 
regulations are often raised. Regulators 

and policymakers set to work to ensure the necessary 
legal framework is in place to protect both individuals 
and businesses. Then, court systems step in to resolve 
the resulting new types of cases and disputes. However, 
in an an era of almost certain technological disruption, 
this process should be ever faster and more dynamic. 

DiFC COUrTS AND DUBAi FUTUrE FOUNDATiON 
It was this thought which prompted the DIFC Courts, 
together with the Dubai Future Foundation, to think 
ahead for future businesses. If new technologies are 
creating challenges for regulators, what will the 
impact be on the court systems which will have to 
resolve the commercial disputes that will inevitably 
arise in these situations? In 2017 this partnership led to 
the launch of a new forum of global experts in law, 
technology, IT and business, who were brought 
together to offer insights, and prototype new rules and 
processes which should enable tech-preneurs and 
companies of the future to innovate securely.

FOrUm’S FOCUS
The Forum’s work focuses on three key areas. 
1  It  creates legal clarity to ensure valuable and innova-

tive intellectual property created by entrepreneurs 
and investors is protected.

2  It coordinates international efforts to ensure that 
courts and lawmakers understand likely future 
developments in technological innovation and online 
consumer behaviour.

3  It investigates the development of smart dispute reso-
lution services.  For example, in the e-commerce sector  
resolving legal disputes entirely online is considered 

appropriate and this approach may also be preferred by consum-
ers and businesses.
To begin this process, the Courts of the Future Forum devel-

oped an initial set of Founding Principles, which are effectively a 
draft set of rules for underpinning a globally connected commer-
cial court 20, 30 or even 40 years from now.  Called  ‘Part 40,000’ 
rules , as 40,000 km per hour  is the speed required to break free 
from the atmosphere,  these principles are striking a bold trajec-
tory to break free from the conventional commercial court thinking. 
These rules were launched through a world-wide open-source 
consultation, in which global commercial courts and legal experts 
were invited to offer their insights on the rules governing commer-
cial dispute resolution in the future. 

CUrrENT iNNOVATiON iN THE DiFC COUrTS
The DIFC Courts’ own appetite for creative problem solving 
and  pioneering technology has also put innovation at the centre 
of its achievements. DIFC courts are working directly with 
trading technology companies to shape the future of commer-
cial dispute resolution. For example, a major partnership with 

CrEATING 
CoUrTS of 
ThE fUTUrE
The DIfC Courts have been considering the 
legal implications of disruptive technology 
and how it could impact on the courts of the 
future. Amna  Al owais of the DIfC Courts 
explains how this has led to the Courts of 
the future forum initiative, a first step to 
ensuring  UAE techpreneurs and companies 
can innovate securely.
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Microsoft promises of a dynamic new approach to the admin-
istration of justice.

However, the DIFC Courts’ smart Small Claims Tribunal (SCT) 
has already set a pattern for digital courts, by enabling parties to 
attend a virtual court from anywhere in the world, which is helping 
small businesses in  the UAE and beyond. As a result, the Tribunal 
was awarded a ‘Top 10 Court Technology Solutions Award’ by the 
National Association of Court Management (NACM) in Washing-
ton, DC, and has received regional technology awards for innova-
tion. last year, the SCT even introduced a mechanism to allow 
claimants to use direct and instant messaging as a way to give 
defendants notice as part of an expanded range of e-services. 

A new Technology and Construction Division (TCD) has also 
been created to serve these two key sectors of the UAE economy. 
Established after consultations with industry  representatives, the 
TCD will only handle the most complex cases. For example, in the 
construction sector these might include complicated engineering 
disputes or claims arising out of fires, and in the technology sector, 
liability for cybercrime incidents, disputes over the ownership and 
use of data, and issues relating to emerging technologies such as 

Courts of the Future: one universal language

artificial intelligence or connected cars.  In line with Dubai’s vision to 
become a ‘smart city’ and use sophisticated technology to provide 
better public services, the DIFC Courts have also developed a new 
inhouse web-based Case Management System (CMS).  Building on 
existing e-registry capabilities, this  new system enables users to 
access case management information from their mobile phones, 
tablets and other electronic devices in real time. 

Finally, the  DIFC Courts have become the first court in the 
Middle East to introduce new secure cloud-based technology to 
allow court documents to be uploaded from anywhere in the world. 
This e-bundling service will enable judges, lawyers and courts staff 
to access case information in various formats, across multiple 
locations and share with numerous users.

FEEDBACk
In 2018, Forum  members are reviewing feedback from the  global 
consultation, and are discussing how the Forum’s mandate will 
evolve.  Key to its success in this next stage will be the extension of 
the initiative to other global commercial courts, and engagement 
with more specialist technology sector participants. 
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PART 40,000 lAUNCH: PRINCIPlES  
oF CoURT oF THE FUTURE
“When the world’s first 3D printed  building, the ‘office of the Future’, opened  its doors 
in May 2016, it was rightly heralded as a watershed moment for the architecture and 
construction industries. Built in the shadow of Dubai’s Emirates Towers, using innova-
tive materials and techniques developed in the UAE and United States, it was a bold 
leap forward in people’s understanding of 3D printing’s full possibilities. The office 
of the Future was also a catalyst for new thinking about commercial rules, regulations 
and disputes of the future. If you are building something that has never been attempted 
before, what rules and regulations should apply? Are the necessary laws in place to allow 
secure innovation? How do you resolve disputes in the global 3D printing technology 
supply chain? The same goes for all the emerging technologies of recent years, from 
autonomous cars and drones through to artificial intelligence and blockchain. While the 
courts of the future are still being imagined, we can say with certainty that they will 
be both global and multilingual. our first step is to begin to determine new types of 
rules that could underpin commercial justice in the future. That is why we are inviting 
experts from around the world to participate in this unprecedented global consultation 
to shape the Courts of the Future.”

Mark Beer,  Chief Executive, Dispute Resolution Authority 

“When I wrote my recent book - Rules for a Flat World. Why Humans Invented Law and How to Reinvent It for a Complex 
Global Economy - the goal was to explain why the existing legal infrastructure, which has served us very well through the 
industrialisation and manufacturing economy, has hit its limit and become unable to handle the complexity of technology. 
DIFC Courts are clearly one of the few courts thinking ahead on how to invent a system that works better for the people that 
need to connect to it. We now have to think about how we will manage the courts of the future and how to manage technologies 
that we don’t even know about.  DIFC Courts are already building connectivity with global courts to enable judgments to be 
enforced globally and the vision that this does not have to look like anything we have seen before. The fact is, we need new ways 
to manage our disputes.  law is very simple, and it is what we depend on to move forward and trust that our disagreements will 
be resolved and treated fairly.”

Professor Gillian Hadfield, Richard L. and Antoinette Schamoi Kirtland, Professor of 
Law and Professor of Economics, University of Southern California (USC)

“Dubai is becoming a global test  bed for emerging technologies. It is essential that 
we also begin to test the regulatory frameworks and protections that will help these 
technologies, and the companies developing them, to succeed. This joint project 
with DIFC Courts is exploring new ways to facilitate safe pre-legal innovation and 
assist legal and judicial systems as they evolve to meet the challenges posed by the 
economic and commercial impact of technology.  A key ingredient for this is knowing 
the tools that are available to navigate and reduce the risks and to innovate securely. 
This creation of a pre-legal space is one of the main reasons Dubai Future Foundation 
is so pleased with this initiative. While trying to understand how these technologies 
might benefit core business, we also need to consider how best to avoid the risks 
associated with it.”

Dr Noah Raford, Chief Operating Officer and Futurist 
In Chief, Dubai Future Foundation
 

Amna Al Owais
Chief Executive and registrar
Amna.AlOwais@difccourts.ae
DiFC Courts
Amna Al Qwais joined the DIFC Courts in 2006 and 
spearheaded  the launch of the DIFC Courts’ Pro 
Bono Scheme.  In addition to her main role she is also 
Registrar of the Special Tribunal Related to Dubai World, 
Chairwoman of the DIFC Courts’ Users’ Committee, and 
a member of the Consulting Council for the University of 
Sharjah College of law.
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The concept of Value Added Tax or VAT began in France in 
the 1950s and is one of the newer forms of taxation.

However, it has been claimed that the idea for VAT was 
actually thought up independently by two people - the 

German business man, Wilhelm Von Siemens and the American 
Thomas S Adams.

Since then a number of other countries including the UK have 
introduced it as part of their conditions for joining the European 
Economic Community (ECC), as all countries joining what was the 
ECC then or European Union now, have to replace any existing 
indirect taxes they might have with VAT.

As a result in the UK, VAT replaced Purchase Tax which was a 
very complicated tax with many different rates.

By 2016 it was estimated that 166 countries around the world 
had adopted this form of taxation including Burkino Faso, India 
and Japan.

However, the US is one of the few countries still holding out 
against it. (Although, the state of Michigan did adopt a form of VAT 
called the Single Business Tax (SBT) which was later repealed and 
replaced by the Michigan Business Tax in 2008.)

Most European countries enacted VAT in the 1960s and 70s, and 
it was then taken on by many other countries across the globe in 
the 1980s. Most of these countries use a system called the credit 
invoice method to calculate the VAT due. Although, Japan uses a 
different system called the subtraction method.

When VAT was introduced in the UK in 1973, at an initial rate 
of 10%, the then Government promised (as happened in the UAE) 
that certain essential items would not be subject to VAT. As a result 
the EEC allowed a number of goods including books, children’s 
clothing, almost all food and utility bills to be zero rated in the UK, 
even though there was a charge on these items in France. This was 
agreed as a ‘transitional measure’ but over 40 years on zero rated 
items are still in place in the UK and in Ireland. There have however 
been changes and since 2011, the standard rate of UK VAT has been 

20%. In 2015, VAT was the third largest source of revenue for the 
UK Government and is believed to now generate about a fifth of 
the world’s total tax revenues.

The first EU VAT Directive was adopted in 1967, and VAT in the 
EU ranges from 17% in luxembourg to 27% in Hungary.

Under EU law, VAT must be charged at a minimum percentage 
and EU states can have up to two reduced rates for a specific list 
of products and services.

one of the most litigious areas in the VAT context has been 
which specific products are subject to zero-rating. This can get 
quite complicated. For example, in the UK a whole range of edible 
items including mineral water and soft drinks (but not milk shakes) 
are subject to VAT. There are also different rules for hot and cold 
takeaway food there, and also takeaway food eaten in designated 
areas such as food courts in malls and airports.

one of the major but bizarre areas of controversy for the UK 
courts has been whether edible items should be classed as snacks 
which are considered luxury items subject to VAT or food which 
is considered to be an essential item and therefore zero-rated. 

As a result of these differences, there have been numerous 
debates in the courts over the years over whether particular 
products are to be treated as biscuits or cakes, and the classi-
fication of nuts has also proved to be especially troublesome. 

Nuts are one area where the tax authorities do seem to have 
made things overly complicated. As, nuts which customers have 
to de-shell have been considered not to be snacks because they 
needed to be prepared before they can be eaten, while nuts which 
have been roasted, salted or sold without their shells have been 
considered to be snacks.

In addition, as new products such as tortilla chips and prawn 
crackers have come onto the market the authorities have had to 
make VAT decisions on exactly what classification they should 
have. Which basically means with VAT around, there is always 
plenty to debate and tax is never boring. 

how vAT STArTED?

 ?DID YoU
KNow
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In 1997, a Danish band called Aqua wrote 
and recorded a song called ‘Barbie Girl’ 
which then became a worldwide success.
The song was a parody of the famous 
Barbie doll and was intended to be 
humorous. It referred to Barbie as a ‘blond 
bimbo girl’ and was also said to focus on 
a number of ‘antisocial themes such as 
promiscuity, lewdness, and the stereotyp-
ing and ridiculing of young women’ which 
it associated with Barbie.

Unfortunately, despite the song’s 
success at first Mattel Inc, the makers of 
Barbie failed to see the funny side, and 
brought a suit against Aqua’s US distribu-
tor, MCA records, for various forms of 
trademark infringement. 

Mattel believed the record had 
tarnished the reputation of their trade-
mark Barbie and was also impacting them 
financially as a result.

In addition, the toy manufacturer also 
sought an injunction to stop further distri-
bution of the song, and claimed damages 
for what they considered to be trademark 
dilution. 

one of the points argued was that 
the record’s packaging had used ‘Barbie 
Pink’, which was a trademark colour which  
Mattel actually owned.

However, in response, MCA decided to 
bring a defamation claim against Mattel 
for comments they had made about them 
while the original case was pending.

In the end, both cases were dismissed 
by the lower courts but Mattel then went 
on to request a review by the US Supreme 
Court which was however rejected.

In the case, Mattel v MCA Records 
296 F.3d 894 (9th Cir. 2002) which was 
taken to the US Court of Appeals for the 
Ninth Circuit, the court found that, as a 
result of the song’s humorous lyrics and 
fast tempo it was clearly intended to be 
a parody. In addtion, the song’s video 
had not used the doll’s actual likeness, 
so it was unlikely that consumers would 
confuse it with the original Barbie.

It was also decided by the court that 

the song’s use of the doll to offer social 
commentary was in fact ‘fair use.’ 

The arguments put forward in the 
course of the legal debates, even included 
a discussion on the First Amendment to 
the US Constitution.

In the end, after a series of law suits the 
case was dismissed.

Mattel were also told the mere fact they 
did not like the song’s critical message 
was not an adequate cause to enjoin the 
record’s production or distribution. 

Judge Alex Kozinski who threw out the 
defamation case even went as far as to 
say, ‘The parties are advised to chill’ and it 
appears Mattel did take his advice in the 
end, as apparently, they have since used a 
modified version of the song, with differ-
ent lyrics on the official Barbie website.

Remarkable

By Definition
In forma pauperis (Latin)
In a pauper’s character or manner

the term in forma pauperis, also 
known as IFP, involves the ability of 
a poor person to proceed in court and 
still have recourse to justice without 
having to pay the usual fees whic are 
associated with litigation and ap-
peals. this concept was abolished in 
the UK in 1949 when legal aid was 
brought in. However, it still exists 
in the UsA. there IFP status can be 
given to an  individual in both state 

and Federal Courts who is unable to 
cover the costs of a lawsuit or criminal 
defence.

the status is normally granted by a 
judge although there is no hearing and 
it may mean costs are waived or in a 
criminal case consul is appointed. How-
ever, it is important to note that having 
this status does not usually mean that 
all fees are waived. 

For example although filing fees 
would usually be waived in these cases, 
someone with this status may still have 
to pay other fees such as witness fees.

Around two-thirds of writ of certiorari 

in the Us supreme Court are filed by 
those who are classed as in forma pau-
peris. 

Most of these individuals are prison-
ers. 

A landmark case in this area was-
Gideon v Wainwright which confirmed 
that under the Us Constitution states 
were required in criminal cases to pro-
vide representation for those who could 
not afford their own lawyers. 

this decision also created and ex-
panded the need for public defenders 
in the Us, which up until that point had 
been rare.
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